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Moscow Helsinki Group disbands; cites arrests
MOSCOW - The Moscow Helsinki
Group, a group of Soviet citizens that
monitored Soviet compliance with the
human-rights provisions of the 1975
Helsinki Accords, announced on Sep
tember 8 that it was disbanding because
of arrests and deportations, reported
The New York Times.
A document announcing the dissolu
tion of the group was given to reporters
by Yelena Bonner, the wife of exiled
physicist Andrei Sakharov, along with a
statement that authorities were prepar
ing to charge Sofia Kalistratova, a 75r-old lawyer, with slandering the
state.
Ms. Bonner, Miss Kalistratova and
Naum Meiman, a 70-year-old physicist,
were the last active members of the
group, which was formed on May 12,
1976, and was the spearhead of the
Soviet human-rights movement.
The Moscow Group, which led to
the formation of other Hel
sinki monitoring groups in Ukraine,
Georgia, Armenia and Lithuania, issued
statements reporting on rights viola
tions, law abuses, trials of political
activists and international affairs.
The last statement of the group
carried the names of 16 members now
serving terms in labor camps or inter
nal exile, meaning assigned residence.
They included Anatoly Shcharansky,
who was sentenced in 1978 to a 13-year
prison and labor-camp term on charges
of spying for the United States and Yuri
Orlov, another founding member who
was sentenced in 1978 to a 12-year
labor-camp and exile term for "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda."
Others on the list included novelist
Viktor Nekipelov, arrested in 1979,
Vladimir Slepak, sentenced in 1978 to
five years' internal exile, Tatyana
Osipova, sentenced in 1981 to 10 years'
labor camp and exile, writer Ana
toly Marchenko, who was sentenced in |
1981 to 10 years in a labor camp and
five years' internal exile, and Malva
Landa, a geologist.
The last member of the group to be
jailed was Ivan Kovalev, 27, who was
sentenced last April for "anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda." He is
married to Miss Osipova, and his
father, Sergei Kovalev, is currently
serving the seventh year of a 10-year
labor-camp term.
fa In addition to group members in
Soviet detention, at least six others were
either forced or allowed to emigrate.
These include founding members Gen.
Petro Grigorenko, who Was also a
founding member of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, Ludmilla Alekseeva,
who now heads the Moscow Group's
official representation abroad, Alexan
der Ginzburg and Vitaly Rubin.
Other members in exile include Yuri
Mnyukh and Yuri Yarym-Agayev, who

left in the summer of 1980.
The last statement of the Moscow
Group also said that all or most mem
bers of Helsinki groups in the other four
Soviet republics are also in labor camps
or exile.
"In these circumstances, the group
cannot fulfill the duties it assumed, and
under the pressure of authorities is
obliged to terminate its work," the
statement concluded.
The end of the group comes as a
severe blow to the human-rights move
ment, which has been all but decimated
by arrests and persecution. The move
ment gained international attention in
1966 with scattered protests over the
trials of Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuli
Daniel, and gathered momentum with
denunciation of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the signing
of th^Hebinkl agreement in.19.7JLAlong with the Helsinki monitors,
other groups with more narrowly de
fined goals were formed to protect

Petro Grigorenko

Anatoly Htrcbenko

believers' rights, to protest abuses of
psychiatry, to publicize the plight of
Jews and other ethnic groups, and to

Anitoly Shchirinsky

TiltnaBowur

protect the rights of invalids.
The Soviet authorities reacted by
(Continued on pate 3)

Labor Day weekend draws thousands to Soyuzivka
by Malta Kolomayets
в
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Although
summer officially ends on September
21, for most Ukrainians it came to a
close during Labor Day weekend here
at Soyuzivka. Traditionally the transi
tional period between the fun ofsummer
and the no-nonsense, back-to-work
sentiment of autumn, this final long
weekend of summer provided an oppor
tunity for Soyuzivka guests to relax,
dance, play some tennis and meet with
old friends before the school year
tension and the headaches at work
resumed.
The thousands who traveled to Soyu
zivka wanted to make sure this last
weekend would last as long as possible;
and it was probably for this reason that
the UNA estate was the site of many
arrivals on Friday afternoon, Septem
ber 3. By Friday evening, the Veselka pavillion dance floor was getting crowded, as
some folks stood around listening to the
sounds of Alex and Dorko, the former
Soyuzivka band, who spent most of
their summer entertaining Ukrainian
festival-goers. However,, most of the
people, both young and old were not
satisfied just listening to Alex and
Dorko play — they joined in by dancing
and clapping to the music.
Hundreds of guests and visitors of all
ages danced until 2 a.m., and even at
this hour nobody seemed to want to go
to sleep, except, of course, the athletes,
the tennis players and swimmers who
had a long day of competition ahead of
them on Saturday.
Saturday morning and afternoon

were highlighted by the national tennis
tourney and the swim meet. The com
petitions, sponsored by USCAK were
the 26th annual swimming and 27th
annual tennis championships, in which
over 150 athletes took part.
For the third consecutive year, the
Plast swimmers took home the giant
team championship trophy. The youth
organization's victory was powered by
the Kushnir threesome — Andria,
Maria and Hryhory - of the Jersey
City Plast branch.
In tennis, which continued through
Monday, the men's championship was
recaptured by Andrew Chaikovsky
(Carpathian Ski Club, Hartford, Conn.).
On the way to his fifth men's champ
title, the 25-year-old Chaikovsky de
feated Danylo Nahirny, 15, (Chornomorska Sitch, Newark, N.J.) by a score
of 6-3, 2-6, 7-5.
The women's title went to a new
comer to the women's division, 14-year
Tania Sawchak of Tryzub, Philadel
phia. She earned the title by trouncing
Olenka Matkiwsky, 16, (Sitch, Newark)
in straight sets 6-0, 6^0.
fFor details on the tennis and swimm
ing championships see stories on page
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back to the Midwest without perform
ing. They were invited back by the
management of Soyuzivka and they
obliged, although they had a busy
schedule that included a Sunday after
noon program in Toronto.
Malvy, a quartet, performed all their
songs, excluding one, as a trio. Their
fourth member, Halya Lewun, spent the
summer at Soyuzivka as the vocalist
with the house band.
Other quartet members are Maria
Hawryluk, coordinator and songwriter
of the group, Maria Banach and Myrosia Basarab. Their musicians include
Pavlo Goncharoff, who writes some of
the music Malvy perform, Volodya
Goncharoff, Volodymyr Popowyczand
Markian Lewun. The group performed
a variety show that included both
modern and traditional Ukrainian
songs, a touch of comedy and the popular
American song, "Fame," from the
movie of the same name. The threesome
joked about being prepared for a
tornado to strike again and proceeded
to perform one of its own compositions,
titled "Buria," (Storm), equipped with
lit candles and gas generators.

They were greeted with applause, and
The Saturday programbegan at 8:30 the program ended much too quickly
p.m. to a crowd that filled the audito with the group promising to return the
rium to capacity and lined the walls of following year.
By 10:30 p.m. the guests and visitors
the Veselka hall. Emceed by Anya
Dydyk, it featured the Malvy vocal- were impatient to start dancing to the
instrumental ensemble from Chicago. sounds of Mria, also from Chicago,
Originally scheduled to perform at which played in the downstairs hall, and
Soyuzivka in July, the group was pre Tempo which played on the Veselka
empted by a tornado that touched down patio. Dancing went on until 3 a.m., and
.on Foordemoore Road. As a result, all even then the hundreds of people were
(Continued on page 5)
the power went out and the group went
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Dissident profile

Mykola Horbal:
victim of KGB frame-up
JERSEY CITY, NJ. - The case
of Ukrainian dissident Mykola Horbal, 42, exemplifies the Soviet government's relatively recent tactic of
charging dissenters with criminal
rather than overtly political crimes.
Sentenced in 1980 to five years in a
labor camp for attempted rape, a
crime he did not commit, Mr. Horbal is reported to be on the verge of
mental and physical collapse.
In a statement in the Congressional Record dated August 12, Rep.
Benjamin A. Gilman (R-N.Y.) said
he was concerned about the "physical
and mental health" of Mr. Horbal.
"Reports smuggled out of Ukraine
reveal that he has been physically
mistreated and is so depressed psychologically that he has even contemplated suicide," said Rep. Gilman.
If the reports are true, then Mr.
Horbal was driven to the point of
suicide by a system that has been
persecuting him for over 12 years, by
people who, in his own words, "are
completely lacking in humanity."
Mykola Horbal was born in Ukraine in 1941. A musician and a
teacher, he is married to Anna
Mykhailivna Marchenko. The couple
has a 4-year-old son, Andriy.
Nightmare begins
His personal nightmare began in
1970 after he was arrested for having
written a poem titled "Duma," two
copies of which were circulated
among his friends. For this he was
sentenced to five years in a strictregimen labor camp in Perm and two
years' internal exile, which he served
in the Tomsk region of Russia.
After his release, in 1978, he could
not find work as a teacher or composer.
He became a common laborer and
electrician in Kiev, where he took up
residence with his wife and small
child.
In 1979, after numerous attempts
to gain permission to emigrate from
the Soviet Union, Mr. Horbal joined
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, a
group of private citizens set up to
monitor Soviet compliance with the
1975 Helsinki Accords on human
rights and security.
Shortly after, on October 23, the
KGB staged a bizarre street scene in
Kiev involving Mr. Horbal, and he
was arrested and charged with attempted rape. Found guilty, he was
sentenced on January 21,1980, to five
years in a labor camp.
Details about the case did not
reach the West until the summer of
1981. They clearly indicate that Mr.
Horbal was the victim of a frame-up
orchestrated by the Soviet secret
police.
Victim of frame-up
The key to the whole scheme was a
Pavlyna Batura, a student in a
foreign-language class attended by
Mr. Horbal, who made several attempts to seduce the dissident. When
he continued to ignore her sexual
advances, she persisted and invited
him to her apartment, ostensibly to
repair a light fixture.

Mykola Horbal
Once there, Mr. Horbal was introduced to another woman, a Ludmilla
Naimytenko, who said she was from
Ivano-Frankivske and was always
happy to hear someone speaking Ukrainian. The two women insisted that
Mr. Horbal stay for a drink, which he
did.
A week later, Mr. Horbal was
approached on the Khreshchatyk by
Ms. Naimytenko, who worked as a
secretary at a Kievan Komsomol
office. She insisted on accompanying him. When the two turned onto a
side street, the woman suddenly
grabbed Mr. Horbal, threw her arms
around him, and insisted that he kiss
her.
When he refused, two men appeared on the scene, asked Ms.
Naimytenko if she needed assistance,
and then attacked Mr. Horbal, beating him to the ground. Conveniently,
a police car showed up immediately
and took Mr. Horbal to the police
station, where he was arrested for
attempted rape.
Officers searched his apartment,
confiscating books, manuscripts and
private correspondence. None of the
materials were ever returned to him.
Brutal treatment
While in the labor camp, Mr.
Horbal has been subjected to brutal
treatment at the hands of his jailers.
In a statement that reached the West
in September 1981 he said that he
had never before experienced such
suffering. He said there were moments when suicide seemed like the
only way out.
Writing in a more philosophical
vain, Mr. Horbal said it was futile
and naive to try and prove his innocence because the government and'
the camp administration have their
repressive functions which they are
intent on carrying out.
He concluded his statement by
saying that he bears "no ill feelings
towards the lawyers, witnesses, judges
and prosecutors, because it is simply
naive to seek justice in this godless
world. And yet man should oppose
evil, for God gave man a will for this
very reason."
Mr. Horbal is scheduled to be
released from the labor camp in 1985.
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Christian army recruit murdered
for refusing to take military oath
had been murdered, evidence presented
in court by the defense alleged ongoing
tensions between the victim and Mr.
Tursunov. The defense also said that
Mr. Druk was drunk at the time of the
attack.
Sources in the Soviet Union have
charged that the evidence about Mr.
Druk's alleged drinking was introduced
to bring mitigating circumstances into
the case. In fact, initial reports about
Mr. Druk's death did not indicate the
presence of alcohol in his body at the
time of his death. Moreover, his family
said that, as a Christian, the young man
did not drink.
In another unusual development, the
public was barred from the trial although people are normally allowed to
attend murder proceedings. Not even
soldiers from the camp, many of them
eyewitnesses, were allowed to testify.
Some Soviet Christians contend that
Mr. Druk's murder was designed to
intimidate other Christians who serve in
the Soviet military. They say that the
murder was deliberate and not.in the
nature of a personal quarrel.
Eight months after the Druk murder,
Soviet sources reported that two other
Christian soldiers - W.I. Mizika and
D.W. Kornienko - were killed while
on duty. They say that other Christians
who have refused to take the military
oath have been arrested and imprisoned.
^

MUNICH,
- A young Soviet
army recruit who was stabbed
to death last year in a Leningrad military camp was killed by his
major's chauffeur because his religious
convictions would not let him take the
military oath, according to sources
here.
Vasyl Druk, a Christian inductee,
was stabbed repeatedly on August 13,
1981 by Adkhan Tursunov, the major's
driver, who was later arrested and
convicted of murder. Shortly before his
death he had written his parents telling
them that his life had been threatened
by a superior officer.
Witnesses to the slaying later testified
that a Soviet major had ordered his
chauffeur to kill Mr. Druk as he and
another soldier, Dmitri Tersin, were
leaving a lecture.
"Go and clear up the matter between
those two," the major reportedly told
Mr. Tursunov.
After he was knifed, Mr. Druk was
reportedly able to get the attention of
other soldiers. They entered the corridor
just as Mr. Tursunov pulled the knife
out of Mr. Druk's body. According to
accounts, the major then told his driver
to flee before leaving himself.
A Soviet court later found Mr.
Tursunov guilty of murder and sentenced him to six years' imprisonment, a
particularly short term for homicide.
While acknowledging that Mr. Druk

Rumanians arrest religious activist
CAMARILLO, Calif. - Despite
strongly-worded reproaches from U.S.
congressmen, Rumania has continued
harassing and discriminating against
Christians with the rearrest of a 70-yearold poet and the apprehension of three
Orthodox priests, reported East/ West
News.
Traian Dorz, best known for his
inspirational children's book "Osana,
Osana," was arrested for the second
time in five weeks during the first week
of August.
A Rumanian court in Alba Iulia had
sentenced Mr. Dorz and four other
members of the Lord's Army (Rumanian Orthodox) Church on June 29 for
possession of contraband goods.
When he and the other four were
stopped in February, police confiscated
a paper sack full of books which the
police considered to be contraband.
Inside were Mr. Dorz's "Osana, Osana"
— children's poetry which includes
drawings of Jesus.
Just after Mr. Dorz's two-year sen-

tence was suspended, the elderly man,
who is almost a legend in Rumania,
suffered a heart attack and was hospitalized. The second arrest came shortly
after his release from the hospital. Mr.
Dorz has already spent 16 years in
prison for his church work.
Rumanian secret police also recently
apprehended and held for several days
the Orthodox priests Viorel Dumitrescu,
Liviu Negoita and Cernat Ambrus. All
three were questioned about their
Christian work and told they had
committed crimes against the state.
Police forbade them from continuing
work with the church. As a result, they
are unemployed and face possible arrest
for "parasitism."
A congressional source in Washington noted that these arrests and detentions came as the U.S. Congress conducted hearings on moving towards the
approval of a waiver which would
renew most-favored-nation'trading
status with Rumania.
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Poles charge interned KOR leaders CSCE marks Gdansk anniversary
WASHINGTON - Rep. Dante B. Efforts to impose a false stability are
with plotting to overthrow the state Fascell
(D-Fla.), chairman of the Com- ultimately self-defeating. Social accord
WARSAW - Polish authorities on
September 3 accused Jacek Kuron,
Adam Michnik and two other leaders of
the dissident group KOR of trying to
overthrow the state, an offense that
carries the death penalty.
All four men were formally arrested,
even though they have been in custody
since the imposition of martial law in
Poland last December 13. They were
charged under Sections 123 and 128 of
the penal code.
The charges against Mr. Kuron and
the others, part of a sharp crackdown by
the government in the wake of widespread disturbances on August 31,
appeared to be part of a new campaign
to blame the country's political troubles
on the intellectuals who served as
advisors to the Solidarity free trade
union.
Asked why the charges had been
brought at this time against KOR
leaders, who have spent the last eight
months in separate blocks in Bialoleka
prison outside Warsaw, Jerzy Urban, a
government spokesman, said the decision by the military authorities "emerges
from the political evaluation of the
events that took place," The New York
Times reported.
"It is the political logic of these
events," the government spokesman
said. "These people are some kind of
professional opposition."
Along with Mr. Kuron and Mr.
Michnik, a historian and long-time
outspoken dissident, the other two men
arrested were Jan Litynski, a philosopher
and former editor of the underground

Moscow...
(Continuedfrompage t)

arresting and imprisoning these dissidents, with a major crackdown initiated
in the summer of 1980 before the
opening of the Moscow Olympics.
But although the human-rights movement, as such, never gained hoped-for
popular support, the dispersal of the
Helsinki groups and the others has not
put an end to dissent. Ukrainian nationalists, Jews, Germans and
Armenians, as well as a growing number
of fundamentalist Christians and other
religious sects remain active in their
opposition to Soviet rule. Authorities in
Moscow have also demonstrated concern over the appearance of groups of
pacifists, reform socialists, Islamic
fundamentalists and youths purporting
to be hippies or punks in emulation of
Western trends.
Recently, a crackdown on a group of
unsanctioned pacifists and hunger
strikes by Soviet citizens seeking to join
spouses in the West have attracted
international attention. Last April there
were also reports of a demonstration on
Hitler's birthday by youths calling themselves fascists.
For their part, authorities continue to
respond with new arrests and repression. Of late, there has been a marked
increase in the arrests of religious
activities, particularly unregistered
Baptists. Many human-rights activists
already in exile have been recharged
and sentenced to new terms on trumpedup criminal charges such as drug possesion, attempted rape, hooliganism and
homosexuality.
As to the fate of Miss Kalistratova,
Ms. Bonner said that authorities have
asked her to appear before the state
prosecutor and be apprised of evidence
against her, including several statements she signed as a member of.the
Moscow Helsinki Group.

newspaper Robotnik, and Henryk
Wujec, a mathematician and union
official in Warsaw.
Arrest warrants have been issued on
similar charges, Mr. Urban said, for
several underground leaders whose
names were not revealed and two who
are now abroad - Jan Jozef Lipski, a
history professor who worked with
Solidarity in Warsaw, and Miroslaw
Chojecki, who headed the dissident
publishing house Nowa.
In a further sign of the campaign
against the dissident intellectuals, the
Communist Party paper Try buna Ludu
said that what KOR was proposing
"was really a vulgar form of imported
anti-communism," and that the intellectuals' ideas were similar to the "contents
of publications brought out by the
centers of subversion in the West," The
Times said.
KOR, which is the Polish acronym
for the Committee for Social SelfDefense, was established in 1976 to aid
workers arrested after the labor disturbances that year. With the advent of
Solidarity in 1980, the group eventually
disbanded and individual members
became advisors to Solidarity and its
leader, Lech Walesa. Far from being a
uniform group, individual members
often disagreed on tactics and philosophy, and there was reportedly a
growing rift between Messrs. Kuron
and Michnik before the group dissolved.

mission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, and co-chairman, Sen. Robert
Dole (R-Kan.), joined their congressional colleagues in marking the second
anniversary of the signing of the August
31 Gdansk agreement in Poland, which
consolidated the power of the Solidarity
trade union.
Rep. Fascell observed: "The Gdansk
agreements, though under assault from
the Polish authorities from the moment
of their signing and rendered moot by
the brutal imposition of martial law, are
by no means a forgotten page of Poland's proud past. It is obvious from the
peaceful and popularly-supported demonstrations of the last few weeks demonstrations that the Jaruzelski
regime has countered with brute force
- that the Polish people continue to
regard the Gdansk agreements as the
key to a viable future for Poland."
"The U.S. Helsinki Commission," he
went on, "joins in solidarity with the
Polish people to mark Tuesday's
anniversary. The first Gdansk anniversary was observed in a spirit of celebration. Today, there is little to celebrate in
Poland except the indomitability of the
human spirit - the very spirit that gave
birth to the Gdansk agreements and the
Solidarity movement two years ago."
Sen. Dole went on to say: "The Polish
people have a long tradition of resistance
to tyranny imposed from abroad! Gen.
Jaruzelski will learn that tyranny imposed from within will be met with
equal fortitude and determination.

can only be achieved in Poland by going
back to the letter of the Gdansk agreements and the opening of a genuine
dialogue between the government,
Solidarity and the Church.
Sen. Dole continued: "On behalf of
the U.S. Helsinki Commission, I condemn the wholesale violation of the
basic humanrightsof the Polish people
under martial law. The suspension of
personal immunity, of the inviolability
of residences and of the secrecy of
correspondence, of the right of association, of freedom of speech, publications, meetings, rallies, public marches
and demonstrations and continuing
restrictions on freedom of movement
within Poland and across her borders
constitute egregious violations of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the International Human Rights
Covenants ratified by Poland, International Labor Organization Conventions
and virtually every fundamental human
right proclaimed in the Helsinki Accords."
Since the imposition of martial law
on December 13, an estimated 30,000
Poles have been arrested and/ or sentenced to terms ranging from several
months to 10 years. Over 100,000 others
are believed to have been subjected to
short-term detention and fines.
The much-heralded release of approximately 1,200 internees last months
obscures the fact that at least 4,000
Poles currently are known to be in pre(Contfaoed on pate 13)

Credit union executives meet with Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs
CHICAGO - Ukrainian Catholic
hierarchs of the United States and
representatives of the Ukrainian credit
union movement met here at the residence and chancery of Bishop Innocent
Lotocky on Thursday, August 26.
Archbishop-Metroplitan Stephen
Sulyk, and Bishops Lotocky, Basil
Losten, and Robert Moskal welcomed
Omelan Pleszkewycz, chairman of the\
World Ukrainian Cooperative Council
and Roman Mycyk, chairman, Dmytro'
Hryhorchuk, president, and Paul 01eksiuk, vice president of the Ukrainian
National Credit Union Association.
The purpose of the meeting was to

develop cooperation between the Ukrainian credit union leadership and the
Ukrainian Church for the temporal and
spiritual benefit of Ukrainians in the
diaspora.
In a friendly atmosphere, the bishops
shared valuable ideas with the representatives of the Ukrainian National
Credit Union Association, concerning
vocations to the religious life. It is a
known fact that the Ukrainian Church
is faced with a painful lack of vocations
to religious service, as well as a lack of
the financial resources needed to provide education for candidates who
would wish to serve the Ukrainian

people in the Church.
The leaders of the Ukrainian credit
unions said they understand the needs
of the Church, value the noble work of
the Ukrainian clergy, and marvel at the
unselfish generosity of these men of
God, for the credit union movement is
also based upon the principle "to serve
one another." For this reason, the
Ukrainian credit union representatives
said they would assist the Church
morally and materially in the education
of potential new spiritual leaders' while
the Ukrainian hierarchs said they would
encourage the faithful to join and work
with Ukrainian credit unions.

Bishop Basil Losten, Dmytro Hryhorczuk, Bishop Innocent I Roman Mycyk and Bishop Robert Moskal. Missing from the
Lotocky, Omelan Pleszkewycz, Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk, | photo is Paul Oleksiuk, who also attended the meeting of
hierarchs and credit union representatives.
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Plast takes swim championship
at 26th annual Soyuzivka meet
KERHONKSON, NY. - For the
third consecutive year, swimmers repre
senting Plast Ukrainian Youth Or
ganization in the United States captured
the team championship trophy at the
26th annual swimming competition
held at Soyuzivka, Saturday, Septem
ber 4.
The championship meet, sponsored
by the Association of Ukrainian Sports
Clubs in North America (USCAK), was
conducted by the Carpathian Ski Club.
The Plast team, composed of mem
bers from Plast branches in Albany,
Kerhonkson, Rochester and New York,
N.Y.; New Brunswick, Passaic and
Jersey City, N.J.; New Haven and
Hartford, Conn.; and Detroit, obtained
206 points in the competition.
Of these 206 points, the Jersey City
branch received 43, coming in first. The
New York branch was second with 34
points, and New Brunswick and Hart
ford tied for third place with 28 points
each.
In team scoring, Chornomorska
Sitch of Newark, N.J. came in second
with 63 points; Plast Canada received
30 points for third place and the Car
pathian Ski Club of New York came in
fourth with 22 points.
The swimmers competed in four
boys' and girls' age groups in 10 indivi
dual and three relay events. The follow
ing were winners in these events:

Boys age 8-Ю
25-meter freestyle: 1. Marko Romanelli (Sitch) - 21.4; 2. Stepan Hura
(Sitch) - 21.8; 3. Oles Jakubowycz
(Plast) - 23.7.
25-meter breaststroke: 1. Stepan
Hura (Sitch) - 30.3; 2. Oles Jaku
bowycz (Plast) - 31.7.
Girls age 8-10
25-meter freestyle: 1. Talia Budzan
(Plast) - 21.1; 2. Lisa Shmotolokha
(Plast) - 21.6; 3. Lilia Horodysky
(Plast)—-23.4.
50-meter freestyle: 1. Chrystyna Hura
(Sitch) - 30.6, (a new record); 2. Lisa
Shmotolokha (Plast) - 50.9.
25-meter breaststroke: I. Paula
Buzan (Plast) - 22.4, (a new record); 2.
Talia Ratych (Plast) - 28.7; 3. Andria
Kushnir (Plast) - 31.2.
25-meter backstroke: 1. Chrystyna
Hura (Sitch) - 21.9, (a new record); 2.
Lisa Shmotolokha (Plast) - 22.9; 3.
Andria Kushnir (Plast) - 24.9.
25-meter butterfly: 1. Chrystyna
Hura (Sitch) - 21.7; 2. Talia Budzan
(Plast) - 27.3; 3. Andria Kushnir
(Plast) - 28.2.
4 x 25-meter freestyle relay: 1. Plast
(Talia Budzan, Talia Ratych, Lilia
Horodysky, Lisa Shmotolokha) 1:33.2 (a new record).

Chaikovsky, Sawchak win singles
at Labor Day tennis tournament
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Andrew
Chaikovsky of the Carpathian Ski Gub
(KLK), Hartford, returned to the Soyu
zivka tennis courts after an absence of
two years and captured the men's
championship for the fifth time, match
ing the record of Ivan Durbak, who did
not compete this year.
The 25-year-old law student defeated
15-year-old Danylo Nahirny (Chorno
morska Sitch, Newark), 6-3, 2-6, 7-5, in
the 27th annual tennis tournament
sponsored by the Association of Ukrai
nian Sports Clubs in North America
(USCAK) and organized by KLK. A

total of 99 athletes competed in the
tourney.
Other winners who walked off the
courts with first-place trophies included
women's champion Tanya Sawchak,
14, (Tryzub, Philadelphia) who defeated
Olenka Matkiwsky (Sitch, Newark), 60, 6-0. Ms. Sawchak is one of the
youngest players to ever win in this
division.
In the women's 35-and-up age group,
Tamara Wyshywany Cannon (Soyu
zivka) beat Anna Oleksienko (Chernyk,
Detroit), 6-0, 4-6, 7-5, winding for the
third consecutive year.

Supreme President John O. Flis gave Andrew Chaikovsky (second from left) his
first-place trophy; Walter Kwas (right) presented Danylo Nahirny with his secondplace award in the men's division.

UNA Supreme President John O. Flis presents the U.S. Plast swim team with the
team championship trophy.
Boys age 11-12
25-meter freestyle: 1. Markian Stecure (Plast) - 15.6 (a new record); 2.
Roman Jakubowycz (Plast) - 18.1; 3.
In the 55-and-up senior men's divi
sion Constantine Ben (KLK, Washing
ton) defeated Borys Kuchynsky (Sitch,
Newark), 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, a reversal of last
year's game, when Kuchynsky
walked away as champion.
In the 45-and-up senior men's divi
sion, Dr. Zenon Matkiwsky, for the
third consecutive year, won the Svoboda cup, beating out Alexander
Olynec (Tryzub, Philadelphia), 6-0,6-4.
Dr. Jaroslaw Sydorak (Soyuzivka),
who travels every summer with his
whole family from San Francisco to
Soyuzivka to compete in the tourna
ment, won first place in the 35-and-up
senior men's age group, beating Oleh

Orest Lebedovych (Plast) - 18.7.
50-meter freestyle: 1. Markian Stecura (Plast) - 34.4, (a new record),
(Continued on pap 13)
Bohachevsky (KLK, New York), 6-4, 64.
In the seven junior boys' groups, the
results were as follows. Age 18 and
under: Adrian Kutko (Tryzub, Phila
delphia) defeated Steve Borysewych
(Ukrainian Tennis Club, Chicago) in
the finals, 2-6, 6-0, 6-2; 12-year-old
Mike Shyjan Jr. (KLK, Boston) com
peted in the 16-and-under age group
and won against T. Korol (Chernyk,
Detroit), 6-3, 6-1. Shyjan is rated
number one in his age group in the New
England area.
The Sydorak boys (Soyuzivka) from
San Francisco followed in their father's
(Continued on page 13)

Olenka Matkiwsky (secondfromleft) came in second in the women's competition.
She received her trophy from Anya Dydyk. Tanya Sawchak (second from right)
won the women's title and received her trophy from Supreme President John О
Flis.
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Labor Day...
(Continuedfrompife 1)

reluctant to go back to their rooms or
to leave Soyuzivka for the motels in the
surrounding area.
Even though the dancing and fun
went well into the morning hours, both
St. Volodymyr's Chapel and Holy
Trinity Church were filled with Sunday
morning worshippers , respectively, for
10:30 p.m. Ukrainian Orthodox service
and the 9 and 11 a.m. Ukrainian Catho
lic services.
After the liturgies, many took a few
hours for leisurely lunches either at
Soyuzivka or area restaurants. The
afternoon was filled with sports activi
ties. Hundreds of spectators watched
the tennis tournament which was ap
proaching the final matches, while
others took dips in the pool, for the
swimming competition had ended on
Saturday afternoon. Some played
volleyball; others played chess or cards
on the terrace.
Once again, at 8:30 p.m., an evening
concert was presented, this one featur
ing Roma Pjyma Bohachevsky's Syzokryli dance group from New York.
The 14-member group performed dances
from various regions of Ukraine, in
cluding Hutsulshchyna, Lemkivshchyna, Zakarpattia and Poltavshchyna.
Between dances, Ulana Pinkowsky, a
pianist from New Jersey performed
Chopin's "Fantasy Impromptu" and
"Toccata" by Khachaturian. Also per
forming between the dance numbers
was Alex Chudolij, the accordionist of
the Alex and Dorko band, who per
formed his own composition, "Ukrai
nian Fantasy."
Ms. Dydyk did a dramatic recitation,
excerpts from Shevchenko's "Son"
(Dream). She was accompanied on the
bandura by Dorko Senchyshyn.
Ms. Lewun, who had led sing-alongs
all summer long at Soyuzivka, per
formed for the audience one last time.
She sang three songs, accompanied by
pianist Oles Kuzyszyn.
Among the guests in the audience
during the weekend shows were Su
preme President John O. Flis, Supreme
Treasurer Ulana Diachuk, Supreme
Advisors Anna Haras and Walter.
Kwas, Honorary Supreme Assembly
member Mary Dushnyck; former UNA
Supreme President Joseph Lesawyer.
Miss Soyuzivka Lydia Chopivsky and
former holders of the title, Orysia
Hanushevsky, Halya Petryk, Areta
Rakoczy and Anetka Charyk, as well
as Svoboda editor-in-chief Zenon
Snylyk, The Ukrainian Quarterly editor
Dr. Walter Dushnyck and Soyuzivka
manager George Prokopec.
Robert McConnell, assistant attorney
general in the U.S. Department of
Justice, and his wife Nadia,
Walter Nazarewicz, vice president of
the Ukrainian Institute of America and
his wife and the Rev. Dr. Bohdan Volosin were also in the audience. Also pre
sent were several Ukrainians from
Australia who came to enjoy the Labor
Day weekend at Soyuzivka.
Although only the Mria band was to
provide music for the dance on Sunday
evening, the management of Soyuzivka
surprised its guests by having both Mria
and Tempo play on the last evening,
with the Chicago band playing outside
and Tempo playing inside.
Once again the dancing went on to 3
a.m., but since it was the last night of the
weekend, over SO die-hards stayed up
until S a.m. singingUkrainian songs.
Monday there were many late risers
at Soyuzivka walking around slowly or
watching the end of the tennis tourna
ment and the' presentation of trophies.
Others just sat on the terrace enjoying
the warm sun before attempting to fight
holiday traffic.
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Miss Soyuzivka pageant will continue 28-year tradition
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Pomp and
pageantry will highlight the September
18 weekend here at the UNA resort,
Soyuzivka, with the crowning of Miss
Soyuzivka 1983, a UNA tradition for 28
years.
The competition involves the contes
tants' knowledge of Ukrainian subjects,
their involvement in the Ukrainian
community, their academic and/ or
professional achievements, their poise,
elegance and appearance.
Participants must be at least 18 years
old and must be members of the UNA.
The grand prize is a free week at
Soyuzivka. In addition, the winner will
represent the UNA at various UNArelated activities, including concerts,
balls, banquets and tournaments.
Runners-up will receive a courtesy
weekend at Soyuzivka.
This year the conceit program will
feature Verkhovyna, a female vocal
quartet from Toronto directed by
Olenka Hlibowych. The emcee will be
Anya Dydyk.
The weekend will also feature the
Carpathian Ski Club's annual invita
tional tennis tournament in addition to
the coronation ceremonies.
The reigning Miss Soyuzivka is 22year-old Lydia Feshchenko-Chopivsky
of Zion, 111. She is a recent graduate of
Northwestern University, where she
was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa
honor society. She is continuing her
education at Stanford in Russian and
East European studies. At the time of
her coronation she was active in the
student hromada and had attended the
Ukrainian courses at Harvard Univer
sity. She also excelled at Ukrainian
folk dancing.
Twenty-two-year-old Orysia Hanu
shevsky of Providence, R.I., Miss
Soyuzivka 1981, said she considered the
title an honor and a responsibility,
providing her an opportunity to serve
"as a role model for Ukrainian youth."
At the time of her selection, Ms.
Hanushevsky was a student at Provi
dence College, where she was majoring
in public health administration. A
member of Plast, she also sings, is a
member of a Ukrainian folk ensemble,
swims and is interested in literature and
music.
Miss Soyuzivka 1980, 21-year-old
Halya Petryk, a student from Levittown. Pa., recently said she was grate
ful to the UNA for giving her an

Roma Soctun Hitowyci
The reigning Miss Soyuzivka, Lydia Feshchenko-Chopivsky (right), with her
predecessor, Orysia Hanushevsky.
opportunity to take part in the pageant
at Soyuzivka.
"As a member of the UNA I most
sincerely thank the UNA for providing
such a facility and і am proud to have
had a chance to take part," she said.
A member of UNA Branch 362, Ms.
Petryk was a member of the Voloshky
dance ensemble and the Moloda Ukraina choir at the time of her corona
tion. She was also studying business
administration at Rider College in New
Jersey on a full scholarship.
Other recent winners of the pageant,
Oksana 'Maria Kondrat in 1979 and
Areta R a k o c z y in 1978, expressed
similar sentiments about receiving the
title.
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Ms. Kondrat, who won the crown as
a 20-year-old student at Drexel Univer
sity, said at the time that she was
honored by the title, and would fulfill
her obligations in her role.
A native of Cheltenham, Pa., she was
a member of Plast, the Vasyl Symonenko bandura ensemble and the Ukrainian Club at Drexel, where she was
majoring in engineering.
Ms. Rakoczy, who before her Miss
Soyuzivka triumph was perhaps better
known for her tennis exploits at the
resort, said she was "elated" immedia
tely after winning the crown. At the
(Continued on page 7)
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Former Miss Soyuzivka title holders: Areta Rakoczy (1978), Oksana Kondrat (1979) and Halya Petryk (1980).
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A black day in Moscow
Although only time can reveal the final implications of the
September 8 announcement by members of the Moscow Helsinki
Group that the group is disbanding, it can be safely said that the event
marks a sad and significant chapter in the history of the human-rights
struggle in the Soviet Union. But before delving into a postmortem
analysis of the group and its vital function as an overseer of Soviet
behavior in the area of human rights, some general comments are in
order.
The announcement was made by the three members of the group
still free — Yelena Bonner, 59, the wife of exiled physicist and rights
activist Andrei Sakharov; Sofia Kalistratova, a 75-year-old lawyer
who is currently being threatened with arrest; and Naum Meiman, a
70-year-old physicist. In its brief, six-year history, the group has had
upwards of 20 members, among them such well-known activists as
Petro Grigorenko (now in the West), Yuri Orlov, Anatoly
Shcharansky, Alexander Ginzburg (also in the West), writer Anatoly
Majchenko, novelist Viktor Nekipelov, Tatyana Osipova and her
husband Ivan Kovalev, and geologist Malva Landa. Most are serving
exile or labor-camp terms, while six were forced or allowed to leave the
country. Faced with this reality and the unremitting harassment of
Soviet authorities, the three decided to dissolve the group.
There will probably be those who will criticize their decision as
cowardly, as a capitulation to the regime. Still others will undoubtedly
note that the human-rights movement in the Soviet Union, which
latched on to the 1975 Helsinki Accords as a juridical base for its
demands, never had the requisite broad-based support among the
Soviet citizenry to truly have an effective impact on the Kremlin and its
abominable human-rights record.
Although there may be an element of truth in all this, it should be
noted that the Helsinki movement, in Moscow, and in Ukraine and
other republics, did not actively seek converts to the cause. The
courageous handful of men and women who joined the groups, mostly
intellectuals and professionals, did not see their role as one of
proselytizing Soviet citizens, of mobilizing mass support. When Gen.
Grigorenko was once asked about the actual number of dissidents in
the USSR, he answered, "as many as we need." In the context of the
Helsinki groups, which saw their function as reporting Soviet
violations of the Helsinki Accords, law abuses, trials, etc., this meant
relying on a relatively small network of sympathizers and informants
who would provide them with pertinent information from across the
Soviet Union. The Helsinki groups, then, were a clearinghouse of
dissident information.
The question of capitulation is more complex. Clearly, the valor of
the members of the Moscow Group cannot be overstated. Facing
terrible odds, these men and women risked everything. Daily, they had
to stare into the teeth of a huge, predatory government apparatus bent
on their annihilation as they tried to inform a distant international
community about the callous brutality of that very government. The
Madrid Conference to review implementation of the Helsinki
agreements was perhaps their last stand. Convened in 1980 on an
upbeat note, with Western delegates upbraiding the Soviets for their
numerous violations of the accords and the persecution of the Helsinki
monitors, the conference sputtered and faltered, with the Soviets
succeeding in stonewalling any efforts to formulate an effective final
communique. The meeting recessed in March, and is not scheduled to
convene again until November, a full two years after it opened.
Moreover, the Soviets cynically continued theip persecution of
dissidents while the conference was in session.
Thus dispirited, decimated and with no effective forum for their
specific grievances, can we really find fault in the judgement of a
woman whose husband awaits an uncertain fate in exile, a 70-year-old
man, and a 75-year-old woman facing certain arrest?
Would it been strategically wiser to continue? Perhaps. But what
also must be realized is that the dissolution of the Moscow Helsinki
Group by no means tarnishes its valuable work, and it certainly does
not signify the end of organized opposition to the Soviet regime. Those
monitors still sitting in Soviet labor camps or in exile are living proof
of the Kremlin's violations of the Helsinki Final Act. Moreover, the
Ukrainian, Armenian, Georgian and Lithuanian groups, though
thoroughly decimated, still exist.
In addition, there are countless other pockets of organized
resistance to the Soviet system throughout the Soviet Union, ranging
from fundamentalist Christian sects to ethnic nationalist groups and
social reformers to youth gangs. The decision of three aging activists,
all things considered, changes very little. As long as the,Soviet
government continues its repressive policies against its own citizens
there will always be resistance.
We mourn the passing of the Moscow Helsinki Group and applaud
its heroic actions on behalf of human rights. But as we do so, we are
more certain than ever that the struggle for human decency and
' fundamental rights rn the : USSR will continue and ultimately triumph.

Szczecin Ukrainians ask Sejm
to guarantee minority rights
NEW YORK - A letter from
members of Poland's Ukrainian
minority in the city of Szczecin to the
Sejm, that country's parliament,
dated two years ago has just reached
the West, and it lists several demands
dealing with improving the rights of
Ukrainians, reported the press service
of the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation
Council (abroad) based here.
Copies of the letter were sent to the
Polish National Council and the
Council of Ministers. The excerpts
released by the press service did not
indicate who signed the letter, which
was dated November 6, 1980, 13
months before the declaration of
martial law in Poland.
In the opening of their letter, the
Ukrainians said that they welcomed
the process of social renewal taking
place in Poland at the time, and
expressed the hope that "the process
will change the position of the government and its administrative
agencies on the question of Poland's
national minorities, their social and
cultural needs."
The letter noted that Ukrainians
make up the largest such national
minority in the country, and it
praised the Polish government for
recognizing the needs of the community by establishing in 1956 the
Ukrainian Social-Cultural Society
(USKT) and its official voice, the
newspaper Nash Holos.
But, the letter goes on to say, the
promise of the 1950s soon soured as
the two subsequent decades brought
with them a "far-reaching regression"
in Ukrainian social-cultural life.
Among the examples cited in the
letter were the dismissal of Iryna
Snihur, the director of the only
Ukrainian-language school in one
region, by-laws in the Peremyshl and
Krosnowsky provinces that to this
day prohibit Ukrainians from western
and northern Poland to own real
estate, and the conversion of historic'
place-names from their original
Ukrainian to Polish.
In addition, the letter said that in
1976 the USKT came under renewed
pressure from authorities, forcing the
elimination of provincial executive
councils. Needed funds were also cut
off, the letter said.
"The problem of the Ukrainian
national minority in Poland suddenly
became a forbidden subject for the
media," according to the letter.
"Information about the USKT convention did not appear on the news."
Moreover, criticism levelled at the
government by convention delegates
went unreported, even in Nash Holos,
the letter said.

All this, the letter said, made
Ukrainians feel like second-class
citizens.
Although the text of the letter is
critical of the government's handling
of the national minorities issue, it
also said that Ukrainians in Poland
are patriotic citizens.
"For over 30 years, the Ukrainian
community has always been loyal in
relation to the country, its harmony
and well-being, seeing Poland as its
homeland," the letter asserted. "It
has made a big and undisputable
contribution to the agricultural and
cultural development of the country,
particularly in the cultivation of the
western and northern regions."
Because of these contributions, the
letter said, Ukrainians want to feel
that they are an integral part of the
country.
To this end, the letter listed a series
of demands that would guarantee the
rights and future growth of the
Ukrainian community, among them
an independent USKT financed by
the Ministry of Culture rather than
the Ministry of the Interior as it is
now and appropriate Ukrainian
representation in the Sejm:
Since Ukrainians make up roughly
one percent of the Polish population,
the parliament should reflect that
figure, the letter said.
The letter also demanded the
creation of a professional Ukrainian
theater in Poland; restoring historic
Ukrainian place-names and rectifying historical inaccuracies about
Ukrainians in Polish schools; and
guaranteeing the protection of Ukrainian cultural landmarks,churches
and buildings under the auspices of
the USKT.
Other demands included the establishment of a Ukrainian section at a
major Polish publishing house; the
creation of a Ukrainian institute of
culture in Warsaw; and providing the
USKT with access to Polish radio
and television.
The letter also asked the government to recognize and guarantee the
rights of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church and return to it any property
or other wealth that may have been
confiscated, such as the Ukrainian
Catholic cathedral in Peremyshl.
"We are convinced that the realization of these modest demands will
enrich the social and cultural life of
Poland with a new, positive value,
will strengthen the image of Poland
as a democratic and tolerant nation,
and will increase the moral-political
unity in Polish society, of which the
Ukrainian community is an integral
part," the letter said.

Soviets cut phone links to West
BONN - The Soviet Union has
cut automatic telephone links with
Western Europe, citing a reorganization of its internal telephone network
and unspecified technical grounds
for the move, reported Reuters on
September 3.
Official reports from eight West
European, countries, from Finland in
the north to France in the south, said

the only way to phone the Soviet
Union was via an operator calling the
central Moscow switchboard.
On July 15 the Soviet government
abolished direct-dialing from the
Soviet Union to the West in what
several experts said was a move to
curtail private citizens, particularly
dissidents, from establishing links in
Europe.
.;- ,
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Letter to the editor

News and views

"Pan Doktors":
another view

The fate of the Russophiles in America

Dear Editor:
With some amusement I read the
letters to the editor addressing the
question of our Ukrainian scholarly
societies. The problem seems to be that
most of the letters were emotional in
nature, not really addressing the main
issues.
First of all, it should be emphasized
that The Ukrainian Weekly has a right
and an obligation to publish responses
from its readers. It is up to intelligent
readers to decide for themselves the
subjectivity or objectivity ofthe published
information.
Ukrainian scholarly societies and
associations have been and continue to
be important sources of scholarly
information. They make significant
contributions to the field of knowledge
and the Ukrainian cause.
As far as contributions of individual
members are concerned, some contribute more, others less; and unfortunately there are some who do not even pay
their yearly membership dues.
It is not true that all diplomas from
Ukrainian academic institutions are
worthless. Also, it is a fact that some
from American and Canadian institutions of higher learning are worthless. It should be pointed out that
colleges and universities in the United
States are evaluated and ranked by accreditation agencies and by the American
Association of University Professors.
The ranks which are assigned are:
A,B,C,D. Some have suspended accreditation, others have accreditation
pending, some are known as outright
"diploma mills."
A "pan doctor" from Harvard Medical School certainly has different
professional preparation than one from
a South American university. A Ph.D.
from M.I.T. is different than a diploma
from Nova University, etc. etc.
While many graduates from European Ukrainian high schools have
certainly achieved success in the United
States and Canada, it is not true that we
have 500 university professors of Ukrainian background. The number is more
likely 35 to 50. The rest are associate
and assistant professors, as well as
lecturers and instructors.
The most important thing to remember is that scholarly and professional contributions are always made by
individuals. Diplomas and titles associated with graduate education are only
evidence of the entrance level preparation into the professions. This has been
recognized by the American Medical
Association and by the American
Psychological Association which require yearly professional upgrading of
the skills of their members.
Most people like recognition and
titles. It is a part of "human nature."
Some have them, others do not. It is as
simple as that.
Ivan Z. Hotowinsky
New Brunswick, N.J.

In the 19th century, many intellectuals
in Galicia, Bukovina, and Transcarpathia
favored the retention of the names
"Rus' " and "Rusyn," the maintenance
of Church Slavonic as a literary language, and the use of the traditional,
etymological script. By the end of the
century, fear of Polonization' and
Magyarization caused many to look to
tsarist Russia, the Russian language,
and Russian Orthodoxy for support in
their struggle:
The rise of the modern Ukrainian
literary language and the increasing
contact with the Ukrainian intelligentsia
in tsarist Russia combatted these views,
and by World War I the "Russophiles"
were a small minority in Galicia and
Bukovina, where they disappeared in
the interwar period. In Transcarpathia,
they retained considerable strength
until World War II.
Although Russophilism has disappeared in western Ukraine, it has had a
profound and lasting impact on the
Ukrainian population in the United
States. Cut off from developments at
home, early "Rusyn" immigrants did
not all go through the process of
adopting the new name "Ukrainian."
Fear of Latinization and their determination not to be included in Polish or
Hungarian parishes prompted many
immigrants to convert to Russian
Orthodoxy. An active Russian Orthodox missionary venture, including
renaming the Church "Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic" succeeded in
winning overmany Galician andTranscarpathian parishes. Some of the converts were conscious "Russophiles," but

Miss Soyuzivka...
(Continued from page 5)

time, the Cohoes, N.Y., native was a
student at Cortland College in upstate
New York, where she was majoring in
physical education. An avid sports fan,
Ms. Rakoczy was also a member of
Plast and active in the student hromada.
Contestants for the 1983 Miss Soyuzivka pageant should submit their
applications to K vitka Steciuk, pageant
chairperson, at Soyuzivka on September 18.

by Dr. Frank E. Sysyn

"The Russians are searching for
their roots. Just as ethnic minorities
in the United States and elsewhere
have intensified their striving for
identity, so the Great Russians, the
dominant ethnic group in the Soviet
Union, are feeling a growing need to
preserve the pre-revolutionary past,
revive their traditions and honor
elements of their culture that often
conflict with Communist ideology.
This phenomenon takes on special
political color in a land where loyalty
to a single historical idea is demanded." This quotation was taken from
an article which appeared in The
New York Times written especially
by a newsman from his post in
Moscow.
As the quotation states there is a
need in the human soul to relate to its
roots. Likewise, our Orthodox
Church in America must relate to its
roots. Although, it was formerly
called the Russian Orthodox Greek
Catholic Church, the name was a
misnomer because then as now the
larger portion of parishes did not
consist of Russians from Great
Russia but rather the founders,
people who arrived between 18901916 were Galicians from Poland,
Carpatho-Russians from Hungary
and Czechoslovakia and White Russians. Each had a separate identity
but in many cases they had similar
roots.
Each identified with Orthodoxy
via Russia, Polish, Austrian, Hungarian or Slovak influence and prior
to World War II parishes and priests
had the indelible stamp of one of
these groups. This consisted of separate and distinct church music,
traditions, language and culture. In

most were traditionalists who wished to nian community is clear. What can be
preserve their "Rusyn" church and done to assist these brothers in searchways. Until World War II, these parishes ing for their roots? The problem is,
continued to use Ukrainian .in parish however, a difficult one. With the dying
functions and often cultivated Ukrai- out of the first generation of "old
nian religious and folk traditions, with- immigrants," even family contacts have
out, of course, calling them Ukrainian. been broken. Given the brutal Soviet
Since 1969, the Russian Orthodox Russification in Ukraine, most UkraiGreek Catholic Church has embarked nian Americans have an emotionally
on an active Americanization program negative reaction toward the Rusincluding declaring itself the "Orthodox sophiles. They forget that the RusChurch of America." Out of touch with sophile community is little aware of
the main body of their people in Ame- present-day realities and remains frozen
rica, the descendants of Galician and in the questions and problems" of
Transcarpat hian Russophiles have been Austria-Hungary. It is true that many
hard put to maintain their traditions. It younger members of the Russophile
is extremely difficult for them to form community have come to realize thenan ethnic identity since they realize that Ukrainian roots. They have taken
they are not " G r e a t Russians" or Russian in high schools and colleges
"Moskali," but they reject identification and found out that their grandparents
with Ukraine and Ukrainians. These speak Ukrainian dialects,.not Russian.
descendants of the builders of "Ameri- They have traveled to the "old country"
can Rus' " seem at a loss to preserve and found their relatives are staunch
their ethnic identity in the face of the Ukrainians. They have been told by
active campaign of the Orthodox "reaT Russians that their foods and
Church of America to de-ethnicize. The customs are Ukrainian.
recent demand by the hierarchy that
Why then have so few "Russophiles"
they adopt the Gregorian calendar for rejoined the Ukrainian community? I
Christmas observances is but the last in think we can find an understanding in
a number of blows at the identity of John Kolasky's recent book, "The
these descendants of "tverda" Rus'.
Shattered Illusion," about Ukrainian
Yet, while their fraternal organiza- Communists in Canada. They, like the
tions decline and their leaders seem Russophiles, are the product of a time
inert, the ethnic problem of the Rus- long past and find that their views and
sophiles is not yet solved. The article ideals are divorced from reality. Yet, as
reprinted below, originally published in Mr. Kolasky shows, most of the desThe Orthodox Herald by Father Basil cendants of the Ukrainian Communists
S troy en and repu Wished in the UROBA have found it hard to break with the
Messenger (October 31, 1981) gives organizations and the institutions that
some indication of the qualms over their parents founded. They have preethnic identity still felt by the descen- ferred to assimilate to English-Canadian culture rather than to transfer their
dants of the Russophiles.
The question it poses to the Ukrai- loyalties to other Ukrainian organizations. So the descendants of the Russophiles find it difficult to break with
fact, when priests were assigned to a
the parishes and the organizations that
parish, the metropolitan tried to
their ancestors worked so hard to build.
"match" so that priests and parish
The Ukrainian community should'
were of the same culture, etc.
learn to treat those descendants of early
Galician
and Transcarpathian immiToday, the desire to have ancestral
grants with, tact and warmth. Although
roots and not be like the tumbling
I doubt that many will join the Ukraiweed is very strong among Amerinian community duelo their search for
cans and America is no longer called
"roots,"
the door should be open.
the melting pot but social scientists
feel that the many ethnic identities
make for a more beautiful, richer
America. Roots are in, yet, we receive, far too many letters from our
readers (The Orthodox Herald) who
wonder why our rich heritage is not
TORONTO - Dr. Paul R. Magocsi
mentioned in our official publicaof the Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the
tions. They feel that their roots are
University
of Toronto was recently
much deeper and richer than the
given the Cenko Award for the best
serving of ethnic food at fairs and
unpublished work in Ukrainian bibliobazaars. Our publications (O.C.A.)
graphy. The prize was awarded by the
mention: Albanians, Bulgarians and
bibliographical committee of the HarRomanians.
vard Ukrainian Research Institute
. Converts to our Orthodox faith
headed by Marta Tarnawsky of the
must be mystified. Where did we
University of Pennsylvania.
come from? A vacuum? They know
. Dr. Magocsi's study was described by
that Orthodoxy is not an American
the commission as "a critical bibliograreligion such as the Latter Day Saints
phical survey... that provides an introor the Christian Scientist. They know
duction to sources for the history of
that we are of Slavic stock, yet we are
western Ukraine (Galicia) from earliest
far too often hiding our roots as if
times to the end of World War II."
they are rotten or didn't exist. The
The 414-page manuscript with more
Church in its wisdom, has us pray for
than 3,000 references is to be published
"the founders of this parish." Why
by the University of Toronto Press early
are we (some of us) so reluctant to
next year under the title "Galicia: IA
speak of them, their backgrounds,
Historical Survey and Bibliographical
their dreams, their hard work, their
Guide."
heritage?
This newest monograph by Dr. MaRecently, we held a mini-heritage
gocsi has already received positive
day in Dallas, Pa. It was a deep
appraisal from Ukrainian scholars. In
emotional day for many of us. For
recommending the work for publication.
the converts among us, it was an
Prof. Ivan L. Rudnytsky of the Univeropportunity to learn a bit more about
sity of Alberta wrote "that Prof.
what makes us tick. Everyone was
Magocsi's "Guide' represents an extreenriched during Heritage Day.
mely valuable research tool and will be
used for decades to come."

Magocsi awarded
Cenko Prize
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Labor Day at Soyuzivka: tennis, swimming and a whole lot more

Syzokryli dancersfromNew York entertain Soyuzivka guests on Sunday evening.

Zenon Matkiwsky won the senior men's 45-and
over division title; his niece, Roksolana Matkiw
sky, won the juniors 12-and-under title.
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Steve Borysewych (second from left).and Adrian Kutko took home the 18-and-under
division second- and first-place trophies, respectively. Walter Kwas (left) and George
Sawchak presented them with the honors.
Anya Dydyk (left) and Miss Soyuzivka Lydia Chopivsky (right) present awards to the
youngest players. Danylo Matkiwsky (left) won second place and Roman Sydorak won
first in the 12-and-under age group.

Dr. Michael Snihurowycb (left) and Jaroslav Rubel presented the women's 35-and-up
group tennis winners. Tamara Wyshywany-Cannon (second from left) was the title
winner; Anna Oleksienko captured second place.

Natalia Andrusiw (left) presented Borys Kuchynsky (second from left) with his secondplace trophy. He lost to Constantine Ben in the men's 55-and-over age group. UNA
Supreme President John O. Flis (right) presented the champion with his trophy.

Dana Herlinsky (second from left) and Lida Sawchak took first and second in the
juniors' 16-and-under age group. Trophies were presented by George Prokopec (left) and
Roman Rakoczy, Sr.
Jaroslaw Sydorak (second from left) and Oleh Bohachevsky (second from right) received
first- and second-place trophies, respectively, in the men's 35-and-over competition from
Anya Dydyk and Roman Rakoczy Sr.

Jaroslav Rubel (left) and Mary Dushnyck presented trophies to Eugene Olynec (second Koraylo Czorny (second from left) won the men's consolation round, defeating Milan
from left) and Andrij Sydorak who won second and first, respectively, in the 14-and- Obradovich (second from right). Dr. Michael Snihurowych (left) and Orest Kyzyk
presented the trophies.
under group.
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Ukrainian minor league hockey update
-

by Ihor N. Stelmach

-

a trade to Toronto Kaszycki couldn't
cut it, landing down in the minors,
again. Now, he's back knocking at the
The 1981-82 hockey season down on door of the NHL — hopefully, with
the farms produced some memorable Toronto being very strong at center, this
moments' and interesting results worth young man will get another opportunity
noting. Some 39 Ukrainian hopefuls somewhere.
saw action in the three professional
The second AHL Mike is Mike
minor league ranks. There were rookies Krushelnyski, a youngster owned by the
fresh out of juniors sent down to more Boston Bruins. His stats with the Erie
seasoning or to polish up various phases Blades reflect why Boston snatched him
of their games, young veterans who up toward the end of the regular NHL
were victims of the numbers game in campaign and retained him for the
making the parent rosters, some disap Stanley Cup playoffs. In only 62 games
pointments with NHL contracts with Mike registered 31 goals plus 52 assists
flickering hopes of still making it big, for 83 points. Not too bad - scoring at
and a few twUighters playing it through a 1.34 point-per-game rate.
til the bitter end.
However, Krushelnyski, too, finds
Four young hopefuls named "Mike" himself in a heated struggle for a center
highlight 1982 Ukrainian minor league spot on the Bs. No less than four young
upstarts rate ahead of him on the depth
hockey.
In the American Hockey League, chart going into training camp. It will
generally considered the top of the three take a super pre-season for this Mike to
minor leagues, two Mikes deserve avert another year in the minors.
special attention. One is Mike Kaszy cki,
Mikes HI and IV toiled away in the
acknowledged as the 1982 Ukrainian Central Hockey League last season.
Minor League Player of the Year. These two are categorized as a victimized,
Kaszycki led the New Brunswick (or but talented defender and a petite
Moncton) Hawks to their first ever journeyman who took the league by
Calder Cup by topping the AHL in storm. The former player is defenseman
scoring at 36 goals, 82 assists and 118 Mike Hordy of the CHL champion
total points. Proving this was no Indianapolis Checkers. Great, an allfluke he continued his scoring rampage league blueliner, good on the poweras a clutch performer in the playoffs by play, very strong defensively. Should
tallying eight goals and 21 points in IS make it in the big time easy,right?Not
matches.
soright!Three straight years Hordy has
For this Mike it was about the only gotten a brief cup of tea with Indy's
possible performance which would major league club. Three straight years
merit him a final shot at the big time. he's proven himself worthy of at least a
During several years with the Islanders whole pot of tea instead of a quick cup.
as a part-time centerman and later after
What's holding him up, you ask?

Four Mikes make
major moves in minors

Only fellas named Potvin, Morrow,
Persson, Langevin... Oh, get the mes
sage? Yep, its not too easy cracking the
dynasty on defense of the perennial
champion Islanders. Poor Mike, but as
his last name indicates in Ukrainian,
he's proud and hell berightback at 'em
again this season. Good luck, kid! By the
way, Hordy's stats read 17 goals plus 49
assists for 66 points plus 4-6-10 in 10
games in the playoffs. Our choice for
minor league Defender of the Year.
Well, if you're tired of reading about
Mikes, hang in there just a bit longer.
Last, but not least, a reintroduction to a
little pesky midget out of Minnesota —
meet Mike Antonovich, 100-point
scorer with Nashville of the CHL.
Antonovich had a whopping 77 assists
and a mere 29 goals, thus leading one to
assume he did quite a bit of productive
playmaking. Mike's claim to fame came
in the early stages of the WHA with the
Fighting Saints of Minnesota and later
the New England Whalers. He hooked
up with the North Stars on a tryout, but
was released and settled for one more
go-round in Nashville. A heckuva goround it was!
O.K., let's move on to a few other
Ukrainian minor league stars. The top
newcomer to the ranks was center/wing
Walt Poddubny, who in only 60 games
with Wichita (CHL) notched 35 goals,
46 assists and 81 points. This is the
young man Toronto traded for toward
the end of the regular season, obtaining
him from his original club, Edmonton.
The Maple Leafs expect big things from
Walt.
The second of a total offiveUkes who

FINAL MINOR LEAGUE SCORING
Player
Antonovich, Mike
Buskas, Rod
Busniuk, Mike
Federko, Ken
Halyk, Chris
Hawryliw, Neil
Hordy, Mike
Kaszycki, Mike
Kostenko, Greg
Krushelnyski, Mike
Luciw, Al
Ludzik, Steve
j Luksa, Chuck
- Mandich, Dan
Melnyk, Larry
Mokosak, Carl
Orleski, Dave
Owchar, Dennis
Paslawski, Greg
Poddubny, Walt
- Polonich, Dennis
Steblyk, Peter
Stoyanovich, Steve
Vasko, Rick
Wichrowski, Mark
Yachimec, Bart
Yakiwchuk, Dale
Yaremchuk, Gary
Zaharko, Miles
Zemlak, Richard

Team

League

GP

G

Nashville
Erie
Maine
Salt Lake
Rochester
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
New Brunswick
Tulsa
Erie
N.Scot/Flnt
New Brunswick
Rochester
Nashville
Erie
Oklahoma City
Nova Scotia
New Haven
Nova Scotia
Wichita
Adirondack
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Oklahoma City
Rochester
New Brunswick
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
New Brunswick
Salt Lake

CHL
AHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
CHL
CHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
AHL-IHL
AHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
AHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
CHL
CHL
CHL
AHL
AHL
IHL
AHL
AHL
CHL

80
69
78
63
80
58
79
80
70
62
39
73
33
16
10
2
64
57
43
60
80
2
80
68
31
71
72
53
52
6

29
1
12
21
36
20
17
36
7
31
3
21
2
2
0
I
14
2
15
35
30
0
42
9
0
8
18
21
6
0

Musk/Ft. Wayne
Indianapolis
Forth Worth
New Brunswick
Adirondack
Fredericton
Dallas
New Brunswick
Adirondack

LHL
CHL
CHL
AHL
AHL
AHL
CHL
AHL
AHL

Goaltenders
Charko, Wally
Hrudey, Kelly
Janaszak, Steve
Janecyk, Bob
Lozinski, Larry
Malarchuk, Clint
Oleschuk, Bill
Skorodenski, Warren
Stefan, Greg

A PTS PIM
77 106
18 19
26 38
30 51
38 74
14 34
49 66
82 118
- 19 26
52 83
8
5
41 62
8 10
7
5
3
3
2
1
23 37
16 18
1!
26
46 81
26 56
0
0
30 72
32 41
3
3
15 23
57 75
35 56
18
12
0
0

GP MIN GA
15
51
37
53
55
51
7
28
29

799
3,033
1,962
3,224
3,207
2,962
322
1,644
1,571

57
149
152
153
175
253
26
70
99

76
78
203
26
50
89
86
67
107
44
86
142
33
24
36
2
15
67
31
79
202
2
55
92
129
49
249
101
50
2 '

S

AVG

0
I
2
2
1
0
0
3
2

4.28
2.95
4.65
2.85
3.27
5.12
4.84
2.55
3.78

Щ
^

GP

Playoffs
G A PTPIM

3

0

1

.

.

.
^
0

4

1

1

2

.

1 20

9
13
10
15
3

1 4
3 11
4 6
8 13
0 0

5 4
14 6
10 15
21 17
0 4

15
6
3

3
0
0

7
2
0

10 6
2 4
0 26

-

-

4
9
4

1
1
0

-

1
2
0

- -

.

-

-

- .

5

2

2

4

13
4

7
1

8
1

15 20
2 4

15
5
4
15
1

5
2
0
0
0

7
1
2
9
0

12 27
3 23
2 4
9 4
0 0

2
3
0

0
6
5
0

GP MIN GA S AVG

.

;

13

842 34

14

.

5

- .
2
1

818 32
280 22
90
20

.
.

6
0

1 2.42

.

1 2.35
0 4.71

. .

0 4.00
0 0.00

Z^S,.

played in Indianapolis last season was a
winger named Steve Stoyanovich, a
rare 40-goal scorer. Another aspiring
Islander, Steve parlayed his 42 goals
with 30 assists, then bagged an addi
tional seven goals and eight assists in 15
playoff games. He's quite young, should
make it, though probably not for
another year, Oh well, they'll probably
win it all in the CHL again, just to keep
up with the big club's performance in
the NHL. A good snipeTl
Ukrainians in Rochester boast a free
agent winger named Chris Halyk,
playing with the AHL Americans, farm
team of the Buffalo Sabres. Fans in
upstate New York sincerely hope Halyk
returns for yet another year, especially
in light of his 36-38-74 scoring totals a
year ago.
A name recently plastered across
sports pages all over the country enjoyed
a scintillating season playing for the
Adirondack Red Wings. Recently,
triumphant in an ongoing court battle
і off the ice, Dennis Polonich proved he's
still got some hockey left in him by
lighting the red lights of the AHL 30
times, netting 56 points and accumulat
ing 202 minutes in penalties. That's
right, "Dennis the Menace" is alive and
well and intimidating and fighting
and...Every truly successful minor
league franchise needs at least one or
two spunky, yet wily veterans to mix in
with the other raw recruits. In Adiron
dack, for the Detroit squads, Dennis
Polonich fits the bill to perfection!
How about a blast from the past?
Think back, many many updates ago...
the Winnipeg Jets .selected a Ukrai
nian center in the very first round — a
big rugged kid who could score and
couldn't miss. Dale Yakiwchuk, sorry
to say a real flop, surfaced in Milwaukee
this past season, relegated to the dark
depths of the minors in the bully-filled
International Hockey League. Either
Dale is fervently trying to change his
image or this young man got picked on,
folks—249 minutes in penalties in 72
games. He managed a very much
respectable 18 goals and 57 assists for 75
points. Alas, it might be too late!
Speaking of late, it is high time to do
some serious analyses of a hardly
mentioned position — goaltender.
When was the last time anyone had the
opportunity or the reason to praise a
Ukrainian keeper? Not since the days of
the legendary Terry Sawchuk - way
before hockey update. Now the time has
come, indeed 1982-83 could be the year
of several young Ukrainian goalie
hopefuls making it as NHL backups, at
the least.
First and foremost is Bob Janecyk,
one of the prime forces behind New
Brunswick's capture of the AHL cham
pionship. Janecyk compiled a startling
2.85 goals against average while playing
in a demanding 53 games. Furthermore,
he completely outdid himself in the
playoffs, participating in all but one of
the IS games, sporting an unbeliveable
2.3S average, including one shutout For
minor league hockey, full of fisticuffs
and wide-open offense, Janecyk's
averages are almost beyond belief. He
also whitewashed oppositions twice
during the regular season. The Chicago
Black Hawk brass will be scrutinizing
this goalie soon. And, speaking of the
Hawks...
Second and foremost is the other
goalie of the New Brunswick duo,
future Black Hawk Warren Skoroden
ski. Playing as Janecyk's backup,
Warren ended with a 2.55 GAA includ(Coatfanwd on pap 14)
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Profile: Orysia Tracz, cultural crusader
by Marts Korduba
Readers of The Ukrainian Weekly may be
familiar with Ms. Tracz's articles and letters to the
editor about matters related to Ukrainian culture.
Following is a peek at the person behind the pen.
Beneath the cool, calm exterior of librarian
Orysia Tracz lies an energetic spokesperson for
Ukrainian culture who has developed a well-earned
reputation as a troubleshooter in that field.
Her letters to editors, articles and numerous
public appearances have attempted to correct a
wide variety of inaccuracies ranging from the
frustrating misuse of the terms "Russia," "Soviet
Union" and "Ukraine" to the common mislabeling
of Rumanian blouses as Ukrainian.
Born in Germany, Ms. Tracz was reared in New
Jersey and graduated from George Washington
University with a bachelor's degree in political
science. Presently, she is the head librarian at the
Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre in
Winnipeg.
Her interest in Ukrainian culture stemmed from
a childhood familiar to many Ukrainian children
growing up in America: one filled with Ukrainian
folk songs sung around campfires, a yearly calendar
full of church ritual and tradition, Ukrainian
schools and clubs, and the experience of working at the
UNA's Catskill Mountain resort Soyuzivka (where,
incidentally, she met her husband Myroslav).
"As a child I remember reading and re-reading
the chapter about Ukrainian customs in the
Ukrainian Encyclopaedia. What particularly
fascinated me were not the customs themselves, but
their origin and their continuity. The fact that they
have survived and evolved throughout thousands
of years is laudable," said Ms. Tracz.
"IVe encountered a misdirected attitude among
some Ukrainians who are embarrassed about our
pre-Christian roots, fearing that this might give
them a stigma of being 'primitive.' I feel that we
should take pride in the antiquity of our culture,"
she added.
Ms. Tracz took advantage of the opportunity to
research Ukrainian culture during the 10 years she
worked in the Slavic Collections Department of the
University of Manitoba library. She has applied her
knowledge of Ukrainian folk art and traditions to
numerous projects which include: the production of
a slide presentation titled "The Origin and Symbo
lism of Ukrainian Folk Art"; writing and research
ing scripts for various CBC-TV programs, among
them, "The Feast of Koliada"; researching material
for Slavko Nowytski's film, "Pysanka."
Presently, she is completing the translation of a
book by Vadym Scherbakivskyi, published in 1926
in Prague, about the meaning and symbolism of the
pysanka.
She explained: "Very few people know about it,

yet it's probably the most extensive work written on
the subject."
"Most literature about Ukrainian culture was
written in Ukrainian, Polish or Russian," she said.
"Very few works have been published in English
about this subject; those who are restricted to the
English language have very few sources available to
them." (Ms. Tracz is fluent in Ukrainian and has a
working knowledge of Russian and Polish.)
Ms. Tracz explained that many of her sources
were published prior to World War 1, and she
supplements these with current journals published
in Ukraine. "You have to be careful in selecting the
sources," she cautioned, "the Soviet regime is intent
upon eradicating Ukrainian traditions, especially
those of a religious character. Knowing that
tradition cannot be eliminated altogether, it has
formed new traditions, substituting a celebration of
winter and spring for Christmas and Easter
holidays, introducing marriage palaces in lieu of
church weddings... This practice confirms the
human need for tradition — it simply cannot be
eliminated altogether," said Ms. Tracz, revealing
the passion which has propelled her research in this
area. "Tradition has provided us with a stability
and cohesiveness which has survived for centuries."
"An example of this stability is illustrated by the
reaction of Ukrainian youth in the 1960s to the
hippie movement. Although I have not attempted
to prove this statistically, I feel that proportionately
fewer Ukrainian youths got carried away by the
hippie'back to earth' movement, simply because
Ukrainian culture has always been imbued with an
'earthy' element. The
60s Ukrainian youth
found no novelty in weaving, embroidery and other
forms of handiwork. They grew up with folk music
at home. That earnest form of musical expression
has been a part of our culture for a long time," she
noted.
Ms. Tracz pointed out that although Ukrainian
folk culture finds its roots in the pre-Christian era,
it is dynamic and reflects the lifestyle of its people.
"Culture will and should evolve as its people
change. Adaptations positive, as long as authentic
elements are preserved." She cited the embroidered
wedding gown as a successful adaptation of an
element of the folk art of embroidery. In 1967 Ms.
Tracz was among the first women to have taken her
marriage vows in a Ukrainian hand-embroidered
gown, now a popular option for many Ukrainian
American and Canadian brides. "The adaptation
caught on successfully; it retained the authenticity
of embroidery where pattern, color and technique
were concerned," she said.
"Sometimes, real art is confused with massproduced decorative pieces. Some purchase
ceramics decorated with decal embroidery patterns,
thinking that they've invested in a piece of real art,
or art that is representative of Ukrainian culture.
It's imperative," she said, "that Ukrainians are able

to make that distinction, especially in view of the
fact that as Ukrainians living in the Canadian and
American diaspora, we are often placed irra
situation where we must present our culture to nonUkrainians. This behooves us to develop an
awareness of who we are. Without it, we are poorly
equipped to represent ourselves accurately, or to
correct misconceptions in the press about Ukraine,
and our culture."
"Unfortunately, some are intimidated by the
news media, and assume that their letters will never
be published. I have found that a high rate of
visibility can be achieved by following a few simple
rules: letters must always be clear, concise and
unoffensive," said Ms. Tracz. "Correcting inac
curacies is an extremely important task in our
community, which has suffered from a history of
misrepresentation in the United States and Canada."
She went on to say that "letters from one or few
sources can eventually lose their effect with a given
publication, television or radio station, if it is
consistently the only voice heard on a particular
issue," said Ms. Tracz.
She encouraged those who write to the press to
continue clarifying misinformation. Many of her
projects were initiated as a result of her press
contacts. "When they (the press) needed a Ukrai
nian reference, they pulled my name from their
files. Articles and presentations about Ukrainian
customs are very much in demand during the
holidays," said Ms. Tracz. "It's a key opportunity to
sensitize non-Ukrainians to our culture."
Ms. Tracz pointed to the Ukrainian Cultural and
Educational Centre in Winnipeg as a valuable
vehicle in educating the Ukrainian as well as the
non-Ukrainian public. It houses 30,000 books, a
museum, social and educational facilities, and has
become a well-publicized point of interest for
tourists.
Built with the Canadian government's matching
funds program, it is run primarily by young
volunteers, members of various youth organiza
tions and Churches. "Their work'unites them in a
common, constructive pursuit — which is how it
should be," she added.
When asked to delineate a direction for future
undertakings, Ms. Tracz, who divides her time
between the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational
Centre, her research projects, her husband and
sons, Boyan, 8, and Dobryan, 4, replied wistfully:
"There is so much material to unearth, yet relatively
so little time for research, translation and writing.
Right now, I'm working on a script for an
upcoming (November) CBC-TV special about the
Rusalka Ukrainian Dance Ensemble. My next'
project? I'm very fascinated by the role of Ukrai
nian women in safeguarding tradition."
One thing is certain: Ms. Tracz will continue to
be a prolific contributor and crusader for truth and
accuracy on the Ukrainian cultural scene.

Ukrainian Institute of America expands adult education curriculum
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America has expanded its
curriculum of courses in adult education
for the fall season. Two new courses will
address the problems of preparing
immigrants to apply for American
citizenship and to corrently read and
interpret the English language.
"In addition to the previous year's
educational courses for adults which
included the study of Ukrainian lan
guage, culture and history," said Walter
Nazarewicz, vice president for the
institute, "the institute's new emphasis
this academic year will be on courses
which help new immigrants cope with
life in America."
Adult education at the institute will
begin September 20 and will continue
for 12 weekly sessions. Registration for
these non-credit courses will take place
at the institute from September 13 to 17
and will include the option to audit for
non-credit the formal accredited courses
from Hunter College in Ukrainian
language and culture (beginning Sep
tember 8)-, also being..given at the
institute.

Students should register by calling
the institute for a reservation or by
mailing the S50 registration and tuition
fee with the return-form from the
institute's educational catalogue, which
will be available soon.
The adult education program is as
follows.
Mondays:
a American Naturalization I, 6 - 7:45
p.m. Instructor: Lydia Savoyka, super
visor of immigration counseling, U.S.
Catholic Conference Migration Ser
vice, N.Y.; B.S., sociology, Hunter
College, CUNY; honorary doctor of
laws, College of New Roche!le, N.Y.
a Remedial Reading in English I, 6 7:45 p.m. Instructor Dr. George Bellock, Ph.D.,education, Columbia Uni
versity; M.A. English literature, Co
lumbia University.
Tuesdays:
" Ukrainian Language 1,5:35 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Zirka Derlycia. Ph.D. Slavic
languages and literatures. New York
University, M.A., New York Univer
sity, B.A., Hunter College.
"a U k r a i n i a n
C u l t u r e 1,

7:10 - 8:30 p.m. Instructor: Zirka
Derlycia.
a English as a Second Language 11,67:45 p.m. Instructor: Dr. George
Bellock.
Wednesdays:
a English as a Second Language 1,67:45 p.m. Instructor Zirka Voronka,
B.A. and M.A. linguistics, Rutgers
University, N.J.; assistant professor of
English as a second language at Hudson
County Community College, West New
York, N.J.
a Conversational Ukrainian, 6 - 7:45
p.m. Instructor: Alexandra KysilewskyjTkacz, Ph.D.,Slavic philology and
M.A.,Slavic languages, Ukrainian Free

University, Munich, Germany.
Thursdays:
a Ukrainian Language 1, 5:35 - 6:55
p.m. Instructor: Zirka Derlycia.
a Ukrainian Culture I, 7:05 - 8:30
p.m. Instructor: Zirka Derlvcia.
Ukrainian Language I, and Ukrai
nian Culture I are accredited for Hunter
College students, and registration for
accredited courses is through Hunter
College. Course tuition is in accordance
with current CUNY fees. Accredited
courses may be audited for non-credit
by students who register through the
Ukrainian Institute of America. (S5Q.
registration and tuition fee).
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ODUM holds third annual Bandura Camp in Canada
by Alex Poszewanyk
LONDON, Ont. - ODUM's third
annual Bandura Camp — the most
successful to date judging by the number
of participants - was held here at the
Ukraina vacation resort from August 1
to 14.
Sixty youths age 7 to 17 spent two
weeks at the 1982 camp, as compared
with 43 in 1981 and 28 in 1980.
Normally it is difficult to convince
children and teenagers to practice a
musical instrument, yet at camp the
youths played bandura for five hours
and practiced choral singing for VA
hours each day — without complaining.
The beginners covered their blisters
with bandages and continued playing,
so they could keep up with their friends.
The ODUM Bandura Camp follows
the same routine as other camps. The
camp was officially opened on the

afternoon of August 1 with the raising
of the flags and a moleben concelebrated
by four priests. At this camp the young
sters, dressed in ODUM uniforms,
embroidered shirts or in the uniforms of
the Plast or SUM youth organizations
assembled twice daily for the raising
and lowering of the flags, morning and
evening prayers, and the reading of the
order of the day. Meals were begun with
the singing of the Lord's Prayer and
ended with the traditional loud "thank
you" to the kitchen workers.
The dedicated work of many indivi
duals — the leaders, instructors, coun
selors and cooks, alike brought about
the success of this camp.
The campers expressed their satisfac
tion with the camp in their camp
newsletter. One 11-year-old girl from
Deep River, Ont., wrote: This is my
first summer camp. I came here to learn
to speak Ukrainian and to play the

they play the bandura, their enthusiasm
bandura. Everyone helps me."
A 14-year-old boy from Chicago and pride in their achievements, are
wrote: "This year at Bandura Camp I very rewarding. All the campers work
met many new friends and all my friends together; older, more experienced
from past years. Most of all I enjoyed players, unselfishly help the beginners,
the swimming pool, sports, canoes and sharing their talents and love for the
pedal boats on the lake, campfires, bandura and Ukrainian music."
dances, and playing the bandura."
At the conclusion of the camp on
One 13-year-old girl from Mississauga, August 14, the campers demonstrated
Ont., wrote: "The bandura lessons were" what they had learned in a concert
interesting and informative. We learned ' before an audience of parents, distin
many Ukrainian songs. We had various guished guests and numerous visitors.
recreational activities. I enjoyed this The Bandura Camp was concluded with
a moleben, the final assembly and
camp and hope to return next year."
An older camper from Quebec lowering of the flags.
summarized the satisfaction of the
Camp participants departed for
participants in her contribution to the home, ready to use their newly acquired
newsletter: "Many thanks to all those knowledge in their local bandura en
people, who gave of themselves, sacrific sembles. Regretfully they said their
ing their vacation time, to make this farewells, promising to write often to
camp a success. It is not always easy to each other, and to meet again next year
work with children, but the smiles of the at camp at ODUM's Ukraina vacation
campers and their good behavior as resort.

Students and instructors at ODUM's third annual Bandura Camp held in London, Ont.
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Connecticut parish celebrates
anniversaries
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Share The Weekly with a friend

COLCHESTER, Conn. - Parishio
ners of St. Mary's Ukrainian Catholic
Church here celebrated two anniver
saries on August 29 — the 35th anniver
sary of the parish and the 65th anniver
sary of the local Ukrainian settlement
— with special activities in the newly
renovated church.
Bishop Basil Losten officiated at a
pontifical divine liturgy assisted by
Msgr. Stephen Chomko. The 24-member church choir sang the responses
under the direction of Bohdan Markiv.
After the services, over 500 people
joined the Rev. George Lukaczyk,
pastor of the church, and special guests
at a dinnrr-dance held in the Chestnut
lodge. During the dinner, State As
semblyman Joseph Broder read a pro
clamation congratulating the Ukrainian
community in Colchester. Msgr. Tadeusdz Malinowicz, a Roman Catholic
Driest, donated S500 to the church.
The highlight of the celebrations,
however, was the newly decorated

church. Thirty-two icons were created
and painted by artist Vladimir Bachinsky of Woodstock, N.Y. The ceiling of
the church is now graced with a huge,
25-panel icon, "The Creation," which
traces events recorded in the first two
chapters of the Book of Genesis in the
Bible.
"In addition, we have used more than
300 yards of Ukrainian classical em
broidery and moreithan 2,000 feet of
gold leaf trim," the Rev. Lukaczyk told
The Day, a New London newspaper.
"There are six new altars, hand-carved
Ukrainian crosses and candles, and
completely new red carpeting."
He estimated total renovation costs
at 560,000 to 563,000, and added that
the artist's fee - about 520,000 — is
considerably less than the actual value
of the work.
The parish was founded in 1948 as the
Dormition of the Holy Mother of God
Ukrainian Catholic Church. The build
ing was constructed in 1954.
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Chaikovsky...

Plast takes...

(Continuedfrompaga 4)

footsteps and won in their respective
age groups. Andrij won first place in the
14-and-under age group, heating Eugene
Olynec (Tryzub, Philadelphia), 6-2,6-1.
Roman, his young brother, competed
in the 12-and-under group, eliminating
M. Dulyn and Danylo Matkiwsky
(Sitch, Newark) in the round-robin
competition in that division.
In the three groups of girls, the
winners were: Dana Herlinsky (KLK,
New York), who eliminated Lida Sawchak (Tryzub, Philadelphia), 6-2,6-1, to
capture the 16-and-under title; Tania
Stasiuk (Plast, Los Angeles), who beat
N. Heynysh (SUM-A, Parma) and
Natalka Syrotiak (Plast) in the round
robin for the 14-and-under title; and
Roksolana Matkiwsky. (Sitch, Newark),
who defeated Ksenia Kyzyk (KLK), 6-3,
6-4, in the semi-final, and Areta Levytsky (KLK), 6-І, 6-3, in the final.
In the consolation round for men and
senior men (all age groups) Kornylo
Czorny (Soyuzivka) won over Milan
Obradovich (Soyuzivka), 8-2
The Mary Dushnyck Sportsmanship
trophy was awarded to George Wyta- Natalia Andrusiw gave Tania Stasiuk
novych (KLK, New York).
herfirst-placetrophy in the juniors' 14Semi-final competition in the men's
and-under division.
division saw Chaikovsky beat George
Charuk (Ukrainian Tennis Club, Chi
cago), 6-3, 6-2, and Nahirny beat
George Husakiwsky (KLK, Toronto),
6-0, 7-6.
Chaikovsky received not only the
men's trophy, but also the Bohdan Rak
Memorial Trophy, awarded for the
second time. His name will now be
inscribed after George Glowa's, the first
winner of this award, commemorating
long-time chief umpire and tournament
director, Mr. Rak, who died in the
winter of 1980.
Semi-final results from the women's
competition include Ms. Sawchak
beating Katrusia Taraschuk (Soyu
zivka), 6-4, 6-0, and Olena Matkiwsky
beating Anetka Charuk (UTC, Chi
cago), 6-2, 6-2.
In the women's 35-and-up age group,
the semi-final saw Ms. Cannon beat
Nadia Matkiwsky (Sitch, Newark), 6-3,
6-3, and Ms. Oleksienko beat Myroslava Hrab (KLK, New York), 6-1,6-1.
Mrs. Dushnyck, the only woman to
play in all 27 tournaments, was once
again present on the courts.
In the senior men's 55-and-up divi
sion, Ben defeated Petro Charuk (UTC, Miss Soyuzivka Lydia Chopivsky gave
Mike Shyjan Jr. the top honors in the
16-and-under group.
(Continued on page 15)
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25-meter backstroke: 1. Andrij
Zhuravel (Sitch) - 22.3; 2. Orest
Lebedovych (Plast) - 23.2; 3. Roman
Jakubowycz (Plast) - 24.1.
25-meter breaststroke: I. Orest Lebe
dovych (Plast) - 24.0; 2. George Hrab
(KLK) - 27.9; 3. Andrij Zhuravel
(Sitch) - 28.2.
25-meter butterfly: 1. Markian Stecura (Plast) - 19.6.
4 x 25 freestyle relay: 1. Plast (Orest
Lebedovych, Markian Stecura, Roman
Jakubowycz, Oles Jakubowycz) —
1:20.1.
Girls age 11-12
25-meter freestyle: 1. Kateryna Hron
(Plast) - 16.3; 2. Chrystia Ratych
(Plast) - 22.3; 3. Chrystia Bokalo
(Plast) - 26.5.
50-meter freestyle: 1. Kateryna Hron
(Plast) - 38.7; Chrystia Ratych (Plast)
-56.12.
25-meter backstroke: 1. Maria Kushnir (Plast) — 21.4, (a new record);
2. Natalka Darmohray (Plast) - 22.1.
25-meter breaststroke: 1. Kateryna
Hron (Plast) - 23.1; 2. Maria Kushnir
(Plast) - 25.9; Chrystia Ratych (Plast)
-28.6.
25-meter butterfly: 1. Maria Kushnir
(Plast) - 21.5.
4 x 25-meter freestyle relay: 1. Plast
(Chrystia Ratych, Maria Kushnir,
Chrystia Bokalo, Andria Kushnir) 1:31.8.

liuk (Plast) - 27.8, (a new record); 2.
Oleh Slupchynsky (KLK) - 29.8; 3.
Ihor Ponomarenko (Sitch) — 30.0.
100-meter freestyle: 1. Ihor Pono
marenko (Sitch) - 1:14.9; 2. Ihor
Nadberezny (Sitch) - 1:17.4.
50-meter breaststroke: 1. Markian
Kovaliuk (Plast) - 33.1 (a new record);
2. Ihor Ponomarenko (Sitch) - 43.2; 3.
Marko Jakubowycz (Plast) - 43.8.
50-meter butterfly: 1. Oleh Slupchyn
sky (KLK) - 35.6.
100-meter individual medley: 1.
Markian Kovaliuk (Plast) - 1:08; 2.
Marko Jakubowycz (Plast) - 1:26.
4 x 50-meter medley relay: 1. Sitch
(Ihor Ponomarenko, Ihor Nadberezny,
Marko Hadberezny, Stepan Hura) 3:08.0.
Girls age 15 and up
50-meter freestyle: 1. Ksenia Pono
marenko (Sitch) - 36.4; 2. Renata
Hron (Plast) 37.4; 3. Karina
Romanelli (Sitch) - 42.2.
50-meter backstroke: 1. Renata Hron
(Plast) - 50.5; 2. Nadia Ratych (Plast)
- 1:06.8.
50-meter breaststroke: 1. Renata
Hron (Plast) - 48.6; 2. Ksenia Pono
marenko (Sitch) - 52.7.
4 x 50-meter individual medley: Plast
(Renata Hron, Roma Kushnir, Kiki
Zinych, Kateryna Hron) - 2:47.8.

Awards ceremonies were held poolside after the conclusion of the meet.
Trophies and ribbons funded by the
Ukrainian National Association were
presented to the winners by Supreme
President John O. Flis, Supreme Trea
Boys age 13-14
surer Ulana Diachuk, Supreme Ad
visor
Eugene Iwanciw, and Mary Dush
50-meter freestyle: 1. Ivan Shmoto
lokha (Plast) - 37.4; 2. Roman Ratych nyck, honorary member of the supreme
(Plast) - 38.2; 3. Omelian Markiv assembly. Also presenting awards were
Roman Kucil, president of USCAK,
(Plast) - 42.8.
100-meter freestyle: 1. Hryhory and members of the organizing commit
tee.
Kushnir (Plast) - 1:08.7, (a new re
cord).
The meet was conducted by a com
50-meter breaststroke: 1. Ivan Bilon
(KLK) - 43.7; 2. Roman Ratych mittee composed of Roman Slysh,
director;
George Hrab and Marko
(Plast) - 52.5.
50-meter backstroke: I. Hryhory. Kryshtalsky, head judges; Oles Napora,
Kushnir (Plast) - 41.3, (a new record); secretary; and members: Irene Slysh,
2. Ivan Shmotolokha (Plast) - 45.6; 3. Christine Kushnir, Ivanna Jaciw,
Bohdan Jaciw, Ihor Sochan, Omelan
George Zinych (Plast) - 50.1.
Twardowsky and Jaroslaw Rubel.
50-meter butterfly: I. Hryhory
Kushnir (Plast) ^- 34.2; 2. Ivan Bilon
(KLK) - 48.
100-meter individual medley: 1. Ivan
Bilon (KLK) - 1:32; 2. Ivan Shmo
(Continued from page 3)
tolokha (Plast) - 1:42.
4 x 50-meter freestyle relay: 1. Plast trial detention and another 2,000 to
(Roman Ratych, Mykola Mohuchy, have been tried, sentenced and now are
Ivan Shmotolokha, Hryhory Kushnir) serving prison terms. New detentions
-2:15.8.
and arrests occur daily. Neither Lech
Walesa, the Solidarity leaders, or his
Girls age 13-14
advisers have been freed.
Rep. Fascell concluded: "The Gdansk
50-meter freestyle: 1. Tamara Mo- agreements continue to make sense as a
hucha (Plast) - 37.6;2.
reasonable program for the develop
100-meter freestyle: 1. Tamara
ment of a healthy and harmonious
Mohucha (Plast) - 1:28.7.
Poland, just as the Helsinki Accords
50-meter backstroke; 1. Roma Kush continue to hold promise for the de
velopment of a secure and more co
nir (Plast) - 38.6.
50-meter butterfly: 1. Roma Kushnir operative Europe. For this reason, the
Polish people will persevere in this dark
(Plast) - 34.2.
100-meter individual medley: I. period of martial law. The Gdansk
agreements
and the Helsinki Accords
Roma Kushnir (Plast) - 1:18. 44, (a
continue to have meaning because they
new record).
carry the force of principle. They live,
because they continue to inspire people
Boys age 15 and up
who refuse to abandon hope for the
50-meter freestyle: 1. Markian Kova- future in the face of present tyranny."

Poles charge...

PART OR FULL TIME

AREA MAIL RECEIVING AGENTS!
Good income! No experience! Stay home! Start immediately.
Information, send self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Miss Soyuzivka presented Zenon Matkiwsky (second from right) with first-place
honors in the men's 45-and-over division. Matkiwsky also received the Huk
Memorial Trophy. Second-place honors were taken by Alexander Olynec. His
trophy was presented by Zenon Snylyk (left).

VILLAFANA
Box 2590-A 84

So.

Ocala, Florida 32678
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS-by Clarence A. Manning
BUKOVINIAN UKRAINIANS -

a historical background and their self-determination

САТАЙАСТ- by Mykhaylo Osadehy
SHEVCHENKO'S TESTAMENT -

by John Panchuk

І

HISTORY OF PUSHKIN'S "POLTAVA"-by John P.Pauls

LOOK WHO'S COMING
by William Kuretek

7 50

The Wachna Story, by Mary Paximadis. Illustration
І

HISTORY'S CARNIVAL A Dissident's Autobiography
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk

ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN Dictionary -

oon

by Leonid Plyushch.
J14 95

by M.L.Podvesko

S12.50

BOUNDARIES OF FLAME - A Complete Collection of Poetry piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw

Olena Teliha. Com
S 6.95

П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Мовне виляння rioniti Р.ігнн Те.ІІІ н ) і ш р я . і к ) аала й переклала Ориса Прокопіа
IN DEFENSE OF THE UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny

Я295

POLISH ATROCITIES IN UKRAINE -

J 4-00
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Named campaign head
WASHINGTON - George Nesterczuk was named manager of Lawrence
J. Hogan's campaign for U.S. senator
from Maryland, reported the Washing
ton Post recently. Mr. Nesterczuk
assumed this position last Tuesday.
Prior to being named campaign
manager Mr. Nesterczuk, 37, was the
associate director for administration at
the Office of Personnel Management.
He was also the man who ran President
Ronald Reagan's campaign in Mary
land two years ago.
Mr. Nesterczuk was director of the
Ukrainian National Information Ser
vice in Washington.
He is the third person to manage Mr.
Hogan's campaign. Mr. Hogan, a
Prince George's County executive, is
seeking the Republican nomination in
the September 14 primary. If he wins
the nomination as expected, he will run
against incumbent Sen. Paul S. Sarbanes, a Democrat.
The Washington Post reported that
Mr. Nesterczuk had been Mr. Hogan's

Ukrainian minor league...
(Continued from paft 19)

SYMONENKO -

compiled and edited by Emit Revyuk

A STUDY IN SEMANTICS" by Igor Shankovsky

І 8 00

a) CONVERSATIONAL UKRAINIAN by YarSlavutych Fourth edition
b) UKRAINIAN FOR BEGINNERS by YarSlavutych. Fifth revised edition
c) UKRAINIAN IN PICTURES by YarSlavutych
SPIRIT OF UKRAINE -

S12 50
J 3.00
J300

Ukrainian contributions to world's culture by D. Snowyd

J 2.50

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1919 in 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw. Peter I. Sterchoand Nicholas L. F.Chirovsky
S20 00
TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY postage charges included)

by Savella Stechishm (Handling and
S14.00

DIPLOMACY OF DOUBLE M0RAJ.ITY Ukraine 1919-1939 by Peter G. Stercho

THE USSRvs OR MIKHAIL STERN -

Europe s Crossroad

in

CarpathoS15.00

Soviet "Justice" vs. Human Rights

t

9

95

UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION. 1975-80
Compiled by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stefaniuk
and Volodymyr Hruszkewych
І 3.25

GRANITE OBELISKS -

bv Vasyl Symonenko

UKRAINE A Brief History by Roman Szporluk

ing a high of three shutouts. He even got
to spend a few days in the Windy City as
Tony Esposito's standby — a role hell
probably have to act out for a few years
before rating a shot at No. 1.
A potential future Detroit Red Wing
goaltender may be Larry Lozinski, another aspiring talent who's been up
with the big club for a few days here and
there. Appearing in 55 games as the
primary keeper for the Adirondack
Wings in 1981-82, Lozinski logged an
average of 3.27 with one shutout. Since
Detroit lacks quality personnel at all
positions, look for Larry to warrant a
close look in the upcoming training
camp.
Stoyanovich on wing, Hordy on
defense and Hrudey in the nets. Rank
ing high among the CHL leaders with a
2.95 regular season average was In

S 5.00

hard

TORONTO - As a member of an
international panel, Dr. Ivan Holowinsky, professor of psychology at Rutgers
University, read a paper on terminology
and classification in mental retardation
at the sixth congress of the Interna
tional Association for the Scientific
Study of Mental Deficiency (I ASSMD).
The congress was held in Toronto,
August 23 to 27. It was attend
ed by scientists representing various
disciplines, such as medicine, psychia
try, psychology and special education.
dianapolis tender Kelly Hrudey. Follow
ing a marvelous regular season perfor
mance when he appeared in 51 games,
came a spectacular post season where
Hrudey minded the nets in every one of
the Checkers' 13 tip-offs. His numbers
for these games read 34 goals allowed,
one shutout, for an average of 2.42.
Unfortunately, this young man's NHL
future may lie with another undeter
mined ciub since he, along with his Indy
cohorts, faces Stanley C.up winning
performers ahead of.him on the parent
Islanders. What we have here are shades
of the old Montreal Canadiens organi
zation, when for many consecutive
years they won Stanley Cups on the
NHL level, while their top farm club at
Nova Scotia did the same in the AHL.
Eventually the Canadiens'management
was forced to trade away those future
hopefuls they deemed not in their
immediate plans — the Islanders appear
to be in this very same predicament with
Indy's Ukrainian pucksters.

AHL Player of Year: Mike Kaszycki, New Brunswick Hawks
CHL Player of Year: Walt Poddubny, Wichita Oilers
1HL Player of Year: Dale Yakiwchuk, Milwaukee

UKRAINIANS AND JEWS - articles, testimonies, letters and official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and iews in the past and present
A SYMPOSIUM - p u b l i s h e d by UCCA
S 5.00
THE HUMAN RIGHT MOVEMENT IN UKRAINE - Document of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group 1976-1980 by L. Verba і В. Yasen

Scholar reads paper

MINOR LEAGUE AWARDS

S 5.00

'

original choice for the job, but Mr.
Nesterczuk had just joined OPM at the
time and was not interested in manag
ing the campaign.
He has been involved in Republican
politics in Maryland for several years.
He was active in the conservative Young
Americans for Freedom during his
college days and worked in Sen. Barry
Gold water's 1964 presidential cam
paign.

Most Valuable Minor Leaguer: Mike Kaszycki, New Brunswick
Runner-Up: Mike Krushelnyski, Erie
Top Defender: Mike Hordy, Indianapolis

Ш.95

Ivan Franko: HIS THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES - b y Nicholas Wacyk

S 7.75

FOR A BETTER CANADA — by Senator Paul Yuzyk

J 3.00

THE UKRAINIAN GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH OF CANADA
by Senator Paul Yuzyk

J10.00

UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA wealth. - Softbound

S 4.00

ALL-STAR TEAM
Bob Janecyk, New Brunswick Hawks, Goalie
Mike Hordy, Indianapolis Checkers, Defense
Dave Orleski, Nova Scotia Voyageurs, Defense
Walt Poddubny, Wichita Oilers, Left wing
Mike Kaszycki, New Brunswick Hawks, Center
Steve Stoyanovich, Indianapolis Checkers, Right wing

a contribution to the growth of the common

MAKAR'S JEWELRY

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check or

STORE 8. SHOP

money order, including postage S I 00 to 53.00 (depending on the number of books)
and a 5Чь sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:

2022 Morris Avenue m Union. N J . 07083 a (201) 686-1931
ш Large selection of jewelry nude of 14 and 18 cant gold silver and enamel.
m Jewelry crafted to your specifications.
a Ukrainian tryzub (tridents) in various styles and sizes.
ш Watches, coral and amber jewelry, brooches, earrings, rings, religious medals and crosses.
m Bulk orders accepted from shops as wall at individuals.
u Gifts for all occasions: birthdays, graduations ate.
" Gold jewelry and coins bought

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
Зф Montgomery Street m Jersey City, N.J. 07302
is
PAYMLNT ACCEPTED IN II S CURRENCY ONLY.

,
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УЕЙУ SEASONABLE PRICES в FRIDAYS0PEH UNTIL 9 P.M.
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Chaikovsky...
(Continued from page 13)

Chicago), 6-4, 6-І, and Kuchynsky
defeated Victor Herlinsky (KLK, New
York), 3-6, 6-4, 6-1 The oldest tourney
participant, Dr. Jaroslav Rozankowsky
(KLK, New York), also competed in
this division.
Semi-final results in the senior men's
45-and-up age group include: Matkiw-

sky over Roman Olynec (Tryzub, Phila
delphia), 6-2, 6-2; and Alexander Olynec
over Zenon Snylyk (Sitch, Newark), 62,6-4.
In the senior men's 35-and-up age
group, where 17 athletes competed,
semi-final results were: Sydorak over
George Sawchak (Tryzub, Philadel
phia), 6-7, 7-6, 6-І, and Bohachevsky
over Heynysh (SUM-A, Parma), 6-2, 76.
Opening ceremonies for both the
swimming and tennis championships
took place on Saturday afternoon on
the" tennis courts. After the raising of
both the Ukrainian and U.S. flags,
Supreme President John O. Flis wished
the athletes well. Roman Rakoczy Sr.,
the director of the tennis tournament, as
well as KLK president Jaroslav Rubel
and USCAK president Roman Kucil
said a few words to the athletes and
thanked the UNA for its cooperation.
At the closing ceremonies on Mon
day afternoon, tennis trophies funded
by the UNA were presented to the
winners by Mr. Flis, Honorary Member
of the Supreme Assembly Mary Dushnyck, Supreme Advisor Waller Kwas,
Anya Dydyk, Miss Soyuzivta 1982
Lydia Chopivsky, George Prokopec,
Natalia Andrusiw, Mr. Rakoczy, Dr.
Michael Snihurowych, Orest Kyzyk,
Mr. Sawchak and. Mr. Snylyk. ..

Marf Dushnyck presented George
Wytanovych with the sportsmanship
trophy.
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Organizers of the event were: Messrs.
Rakoczy, Sawchak, Snylyk, Rubel,
Kyzyk and George Petrykewicz. Ms.
Dydyk was in charge^qf the registration.

Walter Kwas (left) presented Roksolana Matkiwsky with her first-place trophy in
the juniors' 12-and-under age group Mary Dushnyck (right) gave Areta Leyy^ky
the second-puce award.
i,^'u'' Щ-
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Jurij Sofovij - selected works:

A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...

paintings - drawings - sculptures
September 18 - October 12,1982

Ukrainian Institute of America
2 East 79th Street

New York, N.Y.

Gallery Hours: Daily 2 - 6 PM (Closed Mondays)
Opening Reception - Saturday, September 18, 5

8 PM

WHY DRIVE AROUND WITH BUNDLES OF CASH

dissident news'commentary"politics"editorials'intervjews"people"reviews
community news'culture"the arts'church affairs"education"upcoming events
special features^, 4 .

THE UKRAINIAN ^|EKLY
We cover it affi^.s;'
Can you afford not to iub^cribe?
I would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly far " - ypar(s) (Subscription rates:
55 per year for UNA members, 58 for non-members.) ' " "Tfs,
. UNA branch:

Name:Address:
City:

. Zip code:

. State:

In addition, I would like to give a friend a Weekly subscription for
Name:
Address:
Citv:

WHEN YOU CAN OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT
with

yeartsK

1 UNA branch:
j

,

\
.State:

. Zip code:

I enclose a check for J l

Ukrainian Savings ;
and Loan Association
a Your checking account with us will earn the highest dividend allowed by law.
a Send us deposits by mail - we pay for the postage.
UKRAINIAN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1321 W. Lindley Ave., Philadelphia. Pa. 19141 m Tel.: (215) 329-7080

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
30 Montgomery Street "

Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

Mon.-Thurs -

HOURS:
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Friday - 9 а л і . to 7 p.m. ш Saturday - 9 a.m. to Noon
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Di
Monday, September 13

PHILADELPHIA: The School of
the Voloshky Ukrainian Dance En
semble will begin its 11th year of
instruction in Ukrainian dance on
Monday, September 13. Registration
for new students age S and up and for
former students will take place that
evening beginning at 6 p.m. and the
first classes for the school year will be
taught at that time also. New and
former students should come pre
pared to take class.
This year the school seeks incor
poration as a non-profit organiza
tion with a board of directors to set
school policy and oversee and main
tain the school's operation. The
chairman of the board is Rita
Poslusny, a former dancer and teacher
of Ukrainian dance herself. The
school director, the person directly
responsible for the implementation
of policies and programs of instruc
tion, is Nina Pacowski. Ms. Pacowski takes over from former director
and founder of the school, Zoia
Hraur Korsun, who will, however,
continue to work with the school on
the board and also as one of the
instructors.
Ms. Pacowski has worked success
fully as an instructor in the school for
three years, each year taking on more
responsibilities. She has been a
member of the Voloshky Ukrainian
Dance Ensemble for the past four
years and an instructor in the en
semble for the last two years. Ms.
Pacowski is herself a product of the
School of the Voloshky Ukrainian
Dance Ensemble but besides this she
has studied under a variety of other
teachers, among them Roma PrymaBohachevsky, Paul Taras and Mykola Zhukovin.
Ms. Pacowski will be supported in
her work by an able staff of instruc
tors, including Eva Bezushko, Linda
Chern, Adele Hanusey, Ms. Korsun,

ш

" Treasure of the Golden Lore

0m

LADY FROM
CHERNYHIV
STUMPS
THE SCHOLARS!
Message 1000 years old leaves the
professors puzzled.
A copy was printed in The Weekly for
October 7,1979.
The first student who can read it. wins
SI00 prize from:

VLESSIANA
P.O. Box 422 Dublin, Ohio 43017

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Michael Krochak and Olena Lewyckyj.
For more information, new stu
dents should call Ms. Pacowski at
(215)457-0276.

10 p.m. there will be a dance to the
sounds of the Chervona Kalyna
Orchestra of New York.
Also during the weekend the an
nual invitational tennis tournament
sponsored by the Carpathian Ski
Club will be held on the Soyuzivka
courts.

September 17-19 weekend
ELLEN VILLE, N.V.: There will be a
softball tournament held here at the
SUM-A resort this weekend. All
interested are invited to play. The
weekend will start on Friday night
with registration and a social. Teams
start playing on Saturday at 9:30
a.m.; finals will be held on Sunday.
Both men's and women's teams are
encouraged to sign up. For more
information call Mike Mulyk (212)
854-8030. For players wishing to stay
overnight, rooms are available at the
r e s o r t at o f f - s e a s o n r a t e s ,
by calling (914) 647-7230.
Saturday, September 18
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America will host an exhibit
of selected works by Jurij Solovij.
The opening reception will be tonight
from 5 to 8 p.m. The exhibit of
paintings, drawings and sculptures
runs through October 12. Gallery
hours at the institute, 2 E. 79th St.,
are 2 - 6 p.m., daily; closed Mon
days.
NEW YORK: The national execu
tive board of the Ukrainian Ameri
can Veterans will hold a meeting
today at 3 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Soccer Club, 122 Second Ave. UAV
Post No. 7 is hosting the gathering.

Sunday, September 19
PARMA, Ohio: The Ohio region of
the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America will sponsor a fall
festival dedicated to the memory of
its founders, the early settlers in
Cleveland of Ukrainian descent.
Mary Fedak of Parma will pre
sent a talk about her mother, Paraskevia Rizun, a founding member of
one of the branches of the UNWLA.
There will also be a small exhibit of
documents and artifacts of the early
Ukrainian settlements in Cleveland.
The festival will be held at St.
Pokrova Ukrainian. Church, 6810
Broadview Road, from 1 p.m. to 7
p.m. Other features will include
ethnic foods — picnic style, a flea
market and crafts demonstrations.
At 3 p.m. there will be a puppet show
for children; at 5 p.m. the Kashtan
Ukrainian folk dancers will perform.
A slide and talk show on the "Lost
Architecture of Kiev" (on loan from
The Ukrainian Museum in New
York) will be shown throughout the
day. Free admission, open to every
body. All profits go to the UNWLA's
Olena Lototsky Fund.

ROEBLING, N J.: The annual Steelworkers Ethnic Festival will be held
today from 1 to 8 p.m. The ethnic
FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, N.J.: festival is sponsored by the CarThe third annual Sitch Invitational patho-Rusyns of St. Nicholas Byzan
Golf Tournament will be held at the tine Catholic Church. For more
Spooky Brook Golf Course here on information on this festival, call the
Elizabeth Avenue. A tourney dinner Rev. Austin Mohrbacher or Carol
will be held afterwards at the Holiday Trembula at (609) 499-0058. The
festival will feature all kinds of ethnic
Inn in Somerviile, N.J.
Entry fee, which includes greens foods including halushky, pyrohy
fees, electric carts, trophies and and potato pancakes. There will be
dinner, is S38, and the registration demonstrations of pysanka-making
and entertainment by the High Boot
deadline is September 10.
For information contact George Dancers from Somerset County.
Tarasiuk or Borys Mychajliw at 197
Eastern Parkway, Newark, N.J.; Saturday, September 25
(201) 373-0759 or 339-0426.
IRVINGTON, NJ.: The Ukrainian
September 18-19 weekend
Engineers' Society of America, New
Jersey branch, is hosting a panel on
SOYUZIVKA: UNA Day here will technical matters today at 6 p.m. at
feature a special program and the the Ukrainian National Home, 140
crowning of Miss Soyuzivka 1983. Prospect Ave.
Saturday evening's 8:30 p.m. concert
Panelists include: Ola Shevchenko,
will include the Verkhovyna vocal student and chairperson of the Uquartet from Toronto, under the krainian Student Hromada at Rutgers
direction of Olenka Hlibowych. At University in New Brunswick. Her

topic will be: What type of higher
education should Ukrainian youth
pursue in America?
Theodore V. Kowalchyn who
holds a B.S. and B.Che, from the
University of Detroit will speak on
alternate energy sources — solar,
hydrogen and synthetic fuels.
George J. Yurkewych, who holds a
B.S. and an M.B.A. from Rutgers
University in Newark will speak on
sanitation in food processing.
Roman Stetkiewych, P.E. and
B.S.M. from the New Jersey Institute
of Technology, will summarize the
basic theory and how it could be used
in the planning of non-technical
projects.
The panel will be moderated by
Nestor Holynsky. All are invited to
attend.
September 25-26 weekend
SOYUZIVKA: UNWLA Branch 72
will hold its 20th anniversary ban
quet and ball this weekend. Satur
day evening's program will feature a
champagne cocktail party, a dinner
and a dance to the sounds of the
Hirniak orchestra. Tickets are S50
per person. Proceeds from the affair
and raffle will be donated to worthy
Ukrainian charities. For reservations
and more information call Mary
Lesawyer (201) 232-5304 or Dorothy
Chupa (212) 891-5534.
ADVANCE NOTICE
MAPLEWOOD, N.J.: The Wo
men's Gub of Holy Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox Church will
sponsor a weekend trip to Montreal
on September 24 - 26. The three-day
excursion will begin from Holy
Ascension on Friday morning with a
visit en route to the Empire State
Plaza in Albany, and a guided tour of
the Capitol and New York State
Museum. The tour will continue
through the Adirondacks in the
height of their autumn beauty. Upon
arriving in Montreal, the group will
spend two night in the downtown
Sheraton Mont Royal Hotel. Satur
day morning there will be a guided
tour of Montreal. Afternoon and
evening are free for shopping and
relaxation. Sunday morning the
group will attend divine liturgy at St.
Sophia's Ukrainian Orthodox Ca
thedral in Montreal. Following
lunch,, the journey back to New
Jersey will include a stop at Lake
George, N.Y. For more information
and registration forms, phone Holy
Ascension rectory at 763-3932 or the
club president, Anna Chudzey, at
789-2346. The Ukrainian travel
agency, Scope, of Newark, is in
charge of arrangements.
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Saturday, September 18, 1982 at

SOYUZIVKA
8:30 p.m. - CONCERT

і UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
І ASSOCIATION DAY
. .

щ

j Following the Program - selection of M I S S S O Y U Z I V K A I
The large air conditioned Dance Hall "Veselka" "

Featuring the V E R K H O V Y N A
female vocal quartet from Toronto
under the direction of OLENKA HLIBOWYCH
Emcee ANYA DYDYK

io p.m. - DANCE
to the tunes of

1 9 8 3Chervona Kalyna Orchestra

Soyuzivka, Kerhonkson, N.Y. T e l : ( 9 1 4 ) 6 2 6 - 5 6 4 1

Vocalist OKSANA TROMSA
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